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MA Thesis Abstract 

A. Schopenhauer and F. Dostoevsky: Some Philosophical and Literary Parallels 

This thesis juxtaposes the philosophical theories of Arthur Schopenhauer with themes and 

characters in Fyodor Dostoevsky's major fictional works of the middle post-Siberian period 

(1863-1871). Of particular interest is the theme of will, which is prominent in both 

Schopenhauer's philosophy and Dostoevsky's fiction. 

The theme of will is discussed firstly, with relation to the notions of will as a 

thing-in-itself and with relation to the notion of will-to-live. Particular attention is rendered as to 

how Schopenhauer explains the relationship between will and reason. Then, a portrayal of this 

relationship, which is similar to Schopenhauer's, is _inferred from an examination of Dostoevsky's 

Notes from Underground. The philosophical argument expressed by the Underground Man, is 

viewed in the context of the socio-literary debate with Chemyshevsky and in the context of 

Schopenhauer's explanation of the will-reason relationship. As well, the Schopenhauerian notion 

of the will-to-live is applied to the analysis of some of the main characters of Dostoevsky's 

fiction, such as Raskolnikov, Svidrigailov, Ippolit and Stavrogin. 

Chapter I of this thesis, is devoted to exploration in the area of literary history. The 

purpose of this is to establish the hypothesis that Dostoevsky was acquainted with the philosophy 

of Schopenhauer. Following this brief survey, Chapters II and Ill, are devoted to reflections on 

and explanations of the concepts of will in Schopenhauer's philosophical works 
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and its presence in Dostoevsky's fiction. The emphasis is on the relationship between will and 

reason, and the notion of the will-to-live. Chapter N contains an inquiry into the theme of 

suicide in both Schopenhauer and Dostoevsky. Such an inquiry reveals another example of 

thematic affinities between the two. Chapters V, VI and VII, are devoted to an analysis of 

Dostoevsky's characters with relation to suicide and Schopenhauer's notion of the will-to-live. 

The final chapter attempts to draw general conclusions from the evidence which emerges 

from this examination, as well as to further the thematic parallels between Schopenhauer and 

Dostoevsky regarding the theme of suffering. 
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Introduction. 

Frank Gado in his article, "Toward a Definition of the Philosophical in Literature" writes 

that "no pair of disciplines in the long history of the academy has found the attraction of each 

other's territory more irresistible than philosophy and literary criticism." 1 Indeed, philosophy and 

literary criticism are often united in an analytical consideration of a work of literature. 

The following analysis attempts to juxtapose the philosophical theories of Arthur 

Schopenhauer with themes in Fyodor Dostoevsky's major fictional works of the middle 

post-Siberian period (1863-1871). The importance and ultimate goal of such an analysis is to 

reflect upon Dostoevsky's literary text in order to better understand the philosophical basis of his 

works. Thus, there is established a more profound understanding of Dostoevsky's themes and the 

characters through whom they are expressed. It also becomes possible to more clearly see the 

themes Dostoevsky portrayed, which otherwise may not seem apparent, as well as the thematic 

affinities between the German philosopher and the Russian novelist. 

I believe, that the theme of will is prominent in the works of Dostoevsky. With regard to 

the latter, the theme in question is especially prominent in the novels written during the middle 

post-Siberian period, such as Notes from Underground(1863), Crime and Punishment(1866), The 

Idiot(l868), and The Possessed(l871). As far as Schopenhauer is concerned, the notion of will is 

the cornerstone and the core concept of his entire philosophy. His reflections on the subject of 

will are to be found ill his main work -The World as Will and Representation(1819). 

The theme of will shall be discussed firstly, with relation to the notion of will as a 

thing-in-itself and secondly, with relation to the notion of will-to-live, both of which were 

1 



developed by the German philosopher in his The World as Will and Representation. Particular 

attention will be rendered as to how Schopenhauer explains the relationship between will and 

reason. It is believed that Dostoevsky, in his Notes from Underground, expresses views similar 

to Schopenhauer's on the relationship between these two. 

2 

The notion of the will-to-live, as developed by Schopenhauer, is also believed to be very 

prominent in Dostoevsky's major novels and receives its literary embodiment in such characters 

as Raskolnikov and Svidrigailov from Crime and Punishment, Ippolit from The Idiot, and 

Stavrogin from The Possessed. Following a definition of Schopenhauer's will-to-live, an attempt 

is made to compare this notion to that of will-to-live in Dostoevsky's characters through the 

device of suicide. That is, suicide will be viewed as a reflection of either the will-to-live's 

presence or absence in a literary character. 

Thus, by, firstly, establishing the similarity of views held by Schopenhauer and 

Dostoevsky on the relationship between will and reason, and, by, secondly, establishing the 

presence of the notion of will-to-live in Dostoevsky's major novels, the above indicated goals of 

establishing thematic parallels between Schopenhauer and Dostoevsky will be achieved. This 

will also allow for yet another critical interpretation of some of Dostoevsky's literary characters. 

Structurally, the following analysis will include a chapter devoted to exploration in the 

area of literary history. The purpose of this is to establish the hypothesis that Dostoevsky was 

acquainted with the philosophy of Schopenhauer. Following this brief survey, the next two 

chapters are devoted to reflections on and explanations of the concepts of will in Schopenhauer's 

philosophical works and its presence in Dostoevsky's fiction. The emphasis will be on the 

relationship bet.,,;een will and reason, and the notion of the will-to-live. Then follows an inquiry 
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into the theme of suicide in both Schopenhauer and Dostoevsky. Such an inquiry will reveal 

another example of thematic affinities between Dostoevsky and Schopenhauer. This writer also 

believes that a literary character, taken within the framework of the moral dilemma of 

committing suicide, more strongly expresses will-to-live or its denial, depending on the 

resolution assigned to this character by the author. Therefore, the aspect of suicide will serve the 

purpose of determining will-to-Jive's presence or its absence in the literary character. Thus, the 

final three chapters are devoted to an analysis of Dostoevsky's characters with relation to suicide 

and Schopenhauer's notion of the will-to-live. 

The final chapter attempts to draw general conclusions from the evidence which emerges 

from this examination, as well as to further the thematic parallels between Schopenhauer and 

Dostoevsky with relation to the theme of suffering. 



I. Dostoevsky and Schopenhauer: Literary History and Parallels. 

If literary parallels between, for instance, Dostoevsky and Schiller are not subject to any 

doubt, the same can not be said about the literary relationship between Dostoevsky and 

Schopenhauer. Dostoevsky's acquaintance with the works of the German philosopher remains a 

hypothesis. This, however, does not prevent a critic from finding a great number of thematic 

parallels between the philosophical writings of Schopenhauer and Dostoevsky's novels. 

Schopenhauer's popularity in Russia in the 1860's and his influence on other Russian writers of 

that period, such as L.Tolstoy and I. Turgenev, in itself justifies the attempt to juxtapose 

Dostoevsky's themes with those of the German philosopher. It is the philosophical and the 

literary text that becomes the prime argument in support of the hypothesis. It is the study of the 

"use of will-language ... in the great Russian novelists" of which Vernon Bourke speaks in his 

analysis of will in Western thought, which will present strong support for that argument. 2 

Prior to the textual analysis, however, it is imperative to examine possible clues that 

support the assumption that Dostoevsky could have been acquainted with the philosophy of 

Schopenhauer and might, in fact, have been influenced by it in relation to the themes relevant to 

the present analysis, such as the theme of will and suffering. 

V. Kirpotin, in his analysis of Notes from Underground, alludes to the common 

mentioning of Schopenhauer's name and his popularity in Russia after the philosopher's death in 

1860. He speaks of the interest toward Schopenhauer's philosophy among the Russian 

intellectuals and writers, and of the influence Schopenhauer had on them. The critic writes: 

4 
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"IIIorreHrapp 6bIJI xopomo H3BeCTeH B Pocc1111. OH }'Mep B 1860 roey, 11 cMepTh ero eme 

O)KH]lHila mrrepec HK HeMy CaMOMY, HK ero KHHraM. IIIorreHray:ip IIO pa3HOMY H B pa3HOH 

CTerreHH BJIIDIJI Ha TypreHeBa, cI>eTa, TonCToro, CTpaxoBa 11 )(!DKe BapcponoMel! 3at.irreBa. "3 

Indeed, Schopenhauer's influence on Russian writers reflects their general predisposition to 

Western philosophy. As Anthony Mlikotin comments: "More than any other writers in any other 

world literature, Russian writers considered philosophy their most cherished fellow-traveller. 

Well versed in foreign languages and frequent travellers to Europe, they could easily avail 

themselves of philosophical thoughts of their respective epochs."4 With regard to Dostoevsky, it 

could be said that he knew the French language and spoke it fluently. There is some evidence that 

Schopenhauer's works were translated in French. Dostoevsky also took a trip to Western Europe 

in the early l 860's, at the time of the renewed interest in Schopenhauer's philosophy. This 

experience Dostoevsky promptly recorded in his Winter Notes on Summer Impressions(l863). 

Thus, the hypothesis of Dostoevsky's exposure to Schopenhauer's philosophy could be followed 

up in two different ways. 

First of all, he could have been exposed to it in Russia, as it was shown by critics and 

literary historians that Dostoevsky read, and had in his possession, books by the prominent 

Western philosophers of the time. S. Levitskii, commenting on Dostoevsky's philosophical 

education, writes that Dostoevsky: 

IIpODITYJJ:HPOBaJI aTeHCTI!'IeCKYIO KHHrY cI>et.iep6axa «CymHOCTh XpHCTHaHCTBa», 'ITO B 

O)(HOM 113 IIHCeM 6paTy 113 C11611p11 OH IIpOCHT IIpHCJiaTh eMy «JiICTOpl!IO q:>HJIOCOqJHH» 

rere.Jil!, <rro B ero 6116rrnoTeKe HMerrncb «KpHTHKa tmCToro pa3}'Ma» 11 «KpHTHKa 

rrpaKTHtreCKoro pa3}'Ma» KaHTa, 'ITO OH tIHTan EoKJil! H MHITnll H HeKOTOpbIX )(pyrnx 



MbJCIDITeJie:ti Toro BpeMeID!. 5 

Dostoevsky, often without citing the sources, used philosophical teachings of the time 

actively, eventually incorporating them in his novels, the same way Turgenev and Tolstoy 

adopted Schopenhauer's and many other philosophical teachings and incorporated them in their 

fiction. As Levitskii notes: ".[(oCToeBCK!lli )'MeJI oTKID!KaThCl! Ha Te qnmococpcme mi:eH, 

KOTOpb!e, 110 ero BbljJa)l(eID!IO, «HOCHJIHCb B B031\)'Xe». "6 

6 

Dostoevsky could also have become acquainted with Schopenhauer's philosophy through 

reading Tolstoy's or Turgenev's fiction or Fet's poetry, who, unlike Dostoevsky, openly 

acknowledged their philosophical mentors. In his library, the novelist kept full collections of 

Turgenev's and Tolstoy's works, both of whom are greatly indebted to Schopenhauer. Leonid 

Grossman indicates that Dostoevsky had in his library two volumes of A. Fet's poetry. The poet 

was not only an admirer of Schopenhauer, but also .the first translator of his works into Russian. 

Mark Slonim goes even further in suggesting that "it was under the influence of German 

idealistic philosophy in the 1840's that Fet was formed as a poet."7 It was Fet, who "in 

1866-1867, called Tolstoj's attention to Schopenhauer."8 Tolstoy was enthusiastic about 

Schopenhauer and, in a letter to Fet in August 1869, he wrote: "Do you know what this summer 

has been for me? A continuous ecstasy over Schopenhauer ... I ordered all his works and have 

read and am reading them. Reading him I just cannot understand how his name can remain 

unknown."9 

The similarity of themes and attitudes toward certain existential questions, such as will, 

suicide and suffering, as well as the similarity between the overall pessimistic character of 

Schopenhauer's philosophy and Dostoevsky's tragedy-novels, allows a critic to assume that 
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Dostoevsky was familiar with Schopenhauer's writings, and, perhaps was influenced by them to a 

certain degree. His novels could, in a sense, be considered to be artistic expressions of 

Schopenhauer's philosophical ideas which were flowing through the Russian and European 

intellectual community of the time. To this, one can add the general inclination of the Russian 

intellectuals, and writers in particular, toward the philosophy of pessimism, which sprung largely 

from the political and social disillusionment resulted from the reforms of the 1860's. These 

reforms (i.e. the abolition of the 1861 serfdom and the more severe stratification of the society 

that followed), were intended to improve the society rapidly, but, in fact, made the situation 

only worse. The growing pessimism and skepticism toward the reforms implemented by the 

Russian Imperial government, paved the way for a more rapid acceptance of the Schopenhauerian 

philosophy of pessimism, which hereafter found its way to the works of Tolstoy, Turgenev and 

even Dostoevsky. 

For the purpose of the present analysis, it is necessary now, to more closely examine the 

Schopenhauerian concepts of will as a thing-in-itself and the will-to-live. 



II. Schopenhauer and Will. 

The Encyclopedia of philosophy, in its definition of will, refers to several subject 

headings such as determinism, volition, choosing, deciding, and doing, each of which is viewed 

as a separate philosophical problem.Yet, the notion of will, as such, is not clearly defined. It can 

perhaps be more fully perceived through the philosophical teachings of will. The philosophical 

idea of voluntarism is one of such teachings. Richard Taylor explains that "Voluntarism" is the 

term "which applies to any philosophical theory according to which the will is prior to or 

superior to the intellect or reason." 10 A. Schopenhauer is, perhaps, the most distinguished 

representative, and one of the founders of this theory. With regard to the Schopenhauerian 

definition of will, Bourke comments that: "One cannot describe this metaphysical will of 

Schopenhauer. Will is the ineffable principle of reality." 11 

In his World as Will and Representation, Schopenhauer states that will is " that primary 

and original force itself, which forms and maintains the animal body, in that it carries out that 

body's unconscious as well as conscious functions." 12 It is only possible to perceive will in its 

manifestations. The human being is one of such manifestations. With regard to this, Ivan 

Lapshin notes in defining Schopenhauer's thoughts: " B 't!eJioBeqecrrnx llH.!UIBJ1.l!YYMax BOIBI 

Hax0)1ll.'I' ce6e oKoH't!aTem,Hoe H rroJIHoe BOIIJiomeHHe. "13 It is thus the case that will as the 

thing-in-itself, as the basis of the world, the cosmic energy cir God (even though it is not 

completely knowable), manifests itself in the individual and, therefore, can be perceived 

through individual actions. With regard to this, Schopenhauer writes: 

8 
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Everyone knows his will only in its successive individual acts, not as a whole, 

in and by itself. Accordingly, the act of will is indeed only the nearest and 

clearest phenomenon of the thing in itself; yet it follows from this that, if all 

the other phenomena could be known by us just as immediately and intimately, 

we should be obliged to regard them precisely as that which the will is in us. 

Therefore in this sense I teach that the inner nature of every thing is will, and I 

call the will the thing-in-itself. 14 

On the basis of this definition of will, Schopenhauer explains the world around us, its 

perception and its representation. It is this definition of will, one that is a part of the overall will 

as the thing-in itself and one that is seen in human actions, which shall be discussed with relation 

to Dostoevsky's fiction. 

At the same time, the critics of Schopenhauer's philosophy managed to interpret his views 

and identify some of will's peculiar characteristics, which follow from the definition given by the 

philosopher himself. Iulii Eichenwald, one of the first translators and editors of Schopenhauer's 

works into Russian, identifies will as a "blind, unquenchable (HeyroID!Mbti!), unconquerable 

impulse for life, the eternal hunger for existence, the wild and unbridled monster. "15 This 

definition, however, presents some of will's characteristics, rather than a complete definition. 

The same is done by Lapshin, when he identifies some major aspects of Schopenhauer's will: 



oHa arrorncTifC!Ha, ... 6ecco3HaTeJThHa, ... e.[(HHa, oHa rrpeJICTaBJil!eT He'!To ... , He 

rroMaIOIWIBCll rrof1f'IeCIGI-TOtIHOMY orrpeJierremoo claire-obscure B 06naCTI1 

rroHllTIDi: cnerroil: CTIIXID1HblH rro6yJI, JIBIDKemre H B TO :iKe BpeMl! crpeMilemre 

K )KH3ID!, K 61,!TIIIO B HHJIHBHJIYalibHbIX 'l)'BCTBeH!lbIX cpopMax.16 

10 

Both interpretations identify will with life, or desire for life -"longing for life," "hunger 

for_existence." In this sense, it is related to the concept which Schopenhauer identifies as the 

concept of will-to-live. To show what Schopenhauer identifies as will-to-live and its affirmation 

and denial, it is imperative to point out that will-to-live is but a variation of the all-powerful will, 

which is as big as reality. 

Justification and, in fact, identification of the concept of the will-to-live constitutes one 

of the main aspects of Schopenhauer's overall philosophical teachings and is as important as the 

notion of the primacy of will over intellect (the relationship which, with regard to Dostoevsky's 

fiction, receives a more detailed examination in the chapter "Dostoevsky's Debate with 

Chernyshevsky in Light of Schopenhauer's Theory of the Primacy of Will Over Intellect"), and as 

the notion of will as a thing-in-itself. The philosopher presents his explanation of the notion of 

the will-to-live, both in Volume I and in Volume II of his main work-The World as Will and 

Representation. He devotes special sections to the characterization of the will-to-live, its 

affirmation and its denial with regard to an individual phenomenon. 

The main emphasis in this type of will is on life, which is explained by the term itself. 

Schopenhauer writes: 



Will-to-live is the only true description of the world's innermost nature. Everything 

presses and pushes toward existence, if possible toward organic existence, i.e., life. 

In animal nature, it then becomes obvious that will-to-live is the keynote of its being, 

its only unchangeable and unconditioned quality. Let us consider this universal 

craving for life, and see the infinite eagerness, ease, and exuberance with which the 

will-to-live presses impetuously into existence under millions of forms everywhere, 

greedily grasping for itself every material capable oflife." 17 

11 

According to Schopenhauer, there can be an "affirmation" and "denial" of the will-to-live. 

With regard to the affirmation of the will-to-live, Schopenhauer writes that it is 

the persistent willing itself, as it fills the life of man in general. For the body of man is 

already the objectivity of the will, as it appears at this grade and in this individual 

and thus his willing that developes in time, is, so to speak, the paraphrase of the body ... 

It is another way of exhibiting the same thing-in-itself of which the body is already the 

phenomenon. Therefore, instead of affirmaton of the will, we can also say 

affirmation of the body."18 

The denial of the will-to-live occurs in man when "he ceases to will anything, guards 

against attaching his will to anything, tries to establish finnly in himself the greatest 

indifference to all things. "19 



With regard to Dostoevsky's fiction, the concepts of the affirmation and denial of the 

will-to-live could be applied to a great number of characters because the motives of 

self-destruction and self-preservation are greatly magnified in the novelist's work. 

12 

The identification of Schopenhauerian will-to-live with the natural instinct for 

self-preservation is not entirely inappropriate. On the contrary, such an identification is 

conceivable on the grounds that both notions have an affiliation to the life force. If 

Schopenhauer's will-to-live is "the universal craving for life" (something similar to the 

Darwinian universal struggle for life), then the instinct of self-preservation deals with 

safeguarding the already existing life. Schopenhauer asserts that his will-to-live could act as an 

impulse for self preservation and that, in tum, would lead to "an affirmation of the individual 

phenomenon for the span of time of its natural duration."20 In this context, N. Shneidman asserts 

that "human actions are often determined by two polar and contradictory traits of nature. On the 

one hand, man is driven by the natural instinct of self - preservation; on the other hand, his 

actions are often induced by the irrational impulse of self-destruction. "2
1. The critic goes on to 

quote Schopenhauer's definition of will-to-live as "kernel of reality itself' thus drawing a 

distinctive parallel between Schopenhauer's will-to-live and the instinct of self-preservation. · 

Dostoevsky was also well aware of the peculiar dichotomy of human nature --- of the 

presence of the instinct for self-preservation and self-destruction. Radomsky, in The Idiot, says 

that, in human beings, the law of self-destruction and the law of self-preservation are equally 

powerful. It is of particular interest to analyze such characters as Raskolnikov, Svidrigailov, 

Ippolit, and Stavrogin, who either contemplated or committed suicide, in relation to the 

Schopenhauerian notion of the affirmation and denial of the will-to-live. In all of the above 
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characters, will-to-live manifests itself through the vehicle of suicide. Suicide highlights either 

will-to-Jive's affirmation or its denial in the given literary character. It appears, thus, that the 

reason why Raskolnikov and Ippolit did not kill themselves, is because the instinct for 

self-preservation or will-to~live, is much stronger in them than that of self-destruction. On the 

other hand, Svidrigailov's and Stavrogin's tragic ends can be explained as the phenomenal denial 

of the will-to-live. 



III. Dostoevsky's Debate with Chernyshevsky in Light of Schopenhauer's Theory of the 

Primacy of Will over Intellect. 

Questions and problems related to the relationship between will and reason are among the 

most dominant in Dostoevsky's fiction. Arkadii Dolinin, one of the first Russian literary critics 

of Dostoevsky's work does, perhaps, best describe the presence of the theme in question, when he 

says that: 

!IO BCeM)' TBopqecTBy JJ:oCTOeBCKOro rrpOXO)J,JIT MOTIIB 6oph6hI Pa3YMa c BOJieli, B 

CBll3H c rrpo6rreMoli o 3na=o= qerroBeqecKoro xoTeHHl! Boo6me. MoTIIB 

pa:3,UBaHBaeTCll, IIpOTeKaeT KaK 6hr !IO .USYM CTpyllM. 0.IJ:Ha 3ByqHT naHGorree CHJihHO, 

rrpoHHKaeT CaMhie rrry6oKHe CaMhie OTBeTCTBeHHhre ero TBOpeIDill, na=al! OT 

«3arrHCOK H3 IIO)n!Ollbll», qepe3 «IIpeCTyrrrreHHe H HaK!l3aHHe», «H.riHOTa>> - B o6pa3e 

JifnrroJIHTa, «EecOB» - B o6pa3e K.lipHJIJIOBa H KOffqal! KapaM!l30BCKHM «EynTOM», -

3TO rrpH3HaHHe a6coJIIOTHOCTH qerroBeqecKoro «ll», a6comorno:ti ueHHoCTH 3a K!DK,IU,IM 

MarreilirrHM IIpOl!BJieHHeM ero BOID! ... CJIOBOM, TOT KYlihT qeJIOBeqecKo:ti CB060JJpl, 

KOTOpbr:ti HaH6orree 3JieMeHTapno Bb!pIDKeH B CJIOBax !IO)n!OJibHOro qerroBeKa, 

IIpOTHBOIIOCTaBJillIOIT(ero :imee rrporpecca B II03HTIIBHO-COUHallbHOM ero IIOHHMaHHH 

'cBoe co6CTBeHHoe, BOJibHOe H CB060)UIOe XOTeHHe ... .'.22 

Dolinin rightly asserts that the philosophy of the Underground Man contains statements 

which are related to the theme of will. Moreover, Dostoevsky's polemic with "the utilitarians and 

the rationalists like Chernyshevsky," expressed by the novelist in Winter Notes on Summer 

14 
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Impressions (1862) and Notes from Underground (1863), marks the first step in the discussion of 

the theme of will and the relationship between will and reason, in particular. 23 It is important to 

bear in mind, however, that the theme of will in this debate constitutes only a small portion of the 

entire spectrum of issues in question. 

The majority of critical reviews concentrate on the comparison between Dostoevsky's 

Notes from Underground and Chernyshevsky's novel What's to be Done? (1863). It is, perhaps, a 

justified approach since these two works of literature contain the essence of the polemic issues, 

which were centered around the general question of individual freedom and dignity versus a 

utilitarj.an approach to the definition of human nature. It is also acknowledged by a number of 

literary critics that Notes from Underground was intended to be Dostoevsky's artistic reply to 

Chernyshevsky's What's to be Done?. Richard Peace writes: "The chief target of 'Notes from the 

Underground' is Chernyshevsky - the then acknowledged leader of the younger generation, who 

the previous year (1863) had published 'What's to be Done?' This work claimed to be more than 

a novel; it was offered as a 'textbook for life'. In "Notes from Underground", we have 

Dostoevsky's reply. "24 

With regard to the relationship between will and reason, however, this polemic had 

already been initiated much earlier. Chernyshevsky expressed his ideas in "The Anthropological 

Principle in Philosophy" (1860), while Dostoevsky elaborated on the subject in Winter Notes on 

Summer Impressions. These two works could be regarded as blueprints for the discussions 

carried on in Notes from Underground and What's to be Done? The difference between them is 

that Notes from Underground and What's to be Done? are works of literature, while Winter Notes 

on Summer Impressions is a sort of traveler's diary, and "The Anthropological Principle in 
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Philosophy" can be regarded as a critical paper. These two works also express diametrically 

opposing points of view in relation to the question of will and reason. Dostoevsky, first in 

Winter Notes on Summer Impressions, then in Notes from Underground, promulgates the view 

in which will is superior to reason. Such an understanding of this relationship is identical to the 

one proposed by Schopenhauer in his World as Will and Representation. Chernyshevsky, on the 

other hand, supports the opposite relationship. That is, without totally denying the importance of 

will, the critic assigns the leading role to reason. 

Chernyshevsky wrote his article in 1860, three years prior to Dostoevsky's Winter Notes 

on Summer Impressions. Among a multitude of questions discussed in the article, 

Chernyshevsky presents his view of human nature, which he sees to be essentially selfish, 

self-centered and egoistic. The initial argument springs from the question of self-sacrifice. 

Self-sacrifice, as well as any kind of altruistic activity, is alien to Chernyshevsky who bluntly 

denies even the possibility of its existence. The selfish, utilitarian outlook on life denies 

self-sacrifice and elevates reason above everything else. Reason and rationale is to be used for 

the purpose of self-gain only. Chernyshevsky writes: 

KIDIGJJ,rli qeJIOBeK JzyMaeT Bee TOJibKO o ce6e CaMOM, 3a60TJITCl! o CBOKX Blill"O)];ax 

6oJibme, He:JKeITH o qy:JKKX, rrotrrn: Bcerna rrpl1HOCHT BhirOAhl, qecTh .11 :JK.113Hh .upyrHX 

B :JKepTBy CBOeMy pacqeTy, - CJIOBOM CKa3aTh, KID!GIJ,rn .113 moneil: B.11AeJI, ~o Bee JIIOA.11 -

3ro.11eThr. B rrp=eeKKX neJiax Bee paeeyAJITelibHhie lllOA.11 Beerna PYKOBOA.11J1Heh 

y6e:JKAeH.11eM; ~o 3ro.113M - eAI1HeTBeHHoe rro6Y:JKJJ:eH.11e, yrrpaBJil!IOllee nelkTB.11l!M.11 

Ka)KJJ:OfO. 25 
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From the emphasis on self-oriented profit (BbirOJJ:a) and on the egoistic basis of human 

nature and human behavior, Chernyshevsky develops his concept of "reasonable egoism" or 

"pa3)'MH!,rii :irol13M," in which reason constitutes the basis of the concept. He sees this concept 

as the ultimate behavioral drive present in man: "B rro6y,KJJ:el!IDIX qenoBeKa HeT ICByx 

pa3IDI'IIIbIX HaTYP, ICByx OCHOBHbIX 3aKOHOB, a Bee pa3H006pa3He l!BneHlffi B cq,epe qenoBeqecKHX 

rro6y)K):(eHJfil K J(eHCTBOBaIDIIO, KaK I{ BO BCeii qenoBeqecKOH Dl3HH, IIpOHCXOJJ:HI' H3 OJJ:HOH I{ TOH 

)Ke HaTypb!, rro OJJ:HOMY H TOMY :lKe 3aKOey. "26 With regard to human activity which might 

sometimes seem to be unselfish, Chernyshevsky argues that even in such activity, the thought of 

personal gain and profit lies at the core. The key word here is "the thought." The reason which 

produces that thought is the prime drive of human actions. Selfish reason produces selfish 

thought. Hence, the concept of reasonable egoism. Here, we come very close to 

Chernyshevsky's explanation of the relationship between reason and will. With regard to this, 

Joseph Frank states that: "An act of will, according to Chernyshevsky, is only the subjective 

impression which accompanies in our minds the rise of thoughts or actions from preceding 

thoughts, actions or external facts."27 Here, Frank correctly interprets the relationship between 

will and thought (or intellect) as it was understood by Chernyshevsky. In this relationship, will 

is overpowered by reason. 

Chernyshevsky, with rigid pragmatism, reveals in his article, his belief that will 

(sometimes he calls it "wanting" or "xoTeHHe") , is dependant on intellect. The intellect, or the 

thinking process, is the prime drive, while will is only a secondary element. Chernyshevsky 

states that: 



To l!BJieID!e, KOTOpoe Mb! Ha3bIBaeM Bonett, CaMO l!BJllleTCll 3BeHOM B Pll.llY l!Brreill!ti H 

cpaKToB, coe}U1He!Illh!X IIplf'IBHHOIO CBl13hIO. QqeHh qacro 6Jll1lR:a:limero np,iq,iaoro 

rrol!BJieHHll B Hac BOITH Ha H3BeCTHhrn rrocryrroK 6h!BaeT MbICllh. Ho orrpeuerreHHoe 

pacnorroJKeID!e BOllH IIpOH3BOD:HTCll TaKJKe TOJlhKO orrpeuerreHHO!O Mh!Cllh!O: KaKOBa 

MI,!Cllh, TaKOBa Ji! BOllll; 6yl!h Mh!Cllh He TaKOBa, 6h!Jla 6hr He TaKOBa H BOJlll. 28 
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Chemyshevsky's What's to Be Done? is the literary embodiment of his theory of 

"reasonable egoism." This theory manifests itself in the world vision of the main characters in 

the novel - the new breed of people (HOBh!e ll!OD:H) - the utilitarians and the rationalists - such as 

Lopukhov, Kirsanov and Vera Pavlovna. The most vivid illustration of Chernyshevsky's theory 

in action is, perhaps, to be found in the organization and principles of operation of Vera 

Pavlovna's seamstress' workshops in What's to Be Done? . The activities of the workshop's 

participants are based on the principle of personal profit, taught to them by Vera Pavlovna. In 

her address to the women-workers, she repeats almost exactly, but in a more eloquent manner, 

Chernyshevsky's ideas on the egoism of human nature expressed by the critic in his 

"Anthropological Principle in Philosophy." She preaches that people do bad things only because 

they do not realize their own interests. If people were enlightened as to their true personal 

interests, they would cease to do evil and become virtuous and noble, because they will realize 

that their best interests lie in their virtue. She states that no one would act against his best 

interest. 

The essence of this theory is also expressed in Vera Pavlovna's "fourth dream", when 

she sees the Crystal Palace. The collective nature of both places --- the Crystal Palace and the 

seamstress' cooperative, along with the incentive to work for the workers' own advantage, 
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creates a type of new economic relationship which distinguishes socialism as a new form of 

society. In both places, however, there is very little left in terms of the individuality of each of 

the participants in such ventures. Individualism is overtaken by collective pragmatism, and 

individual will is suppressed by the pragmatic collective will. In other words, prosperity based 

on rational activities replaces the irrational, but independent will. 

It is this utopian Crystal Palace, the concept of the "reasonable egoism", the idea of a 

collectively subdued society and suppressed individual will which Dostoevsky's Underground 

Man rebels against in his subterranean soliloquy in Part I of Notes from Underground. 

Winter Notes on Summer Impressions is just a dress rehearsal for that grotesque rebellion. 

In Winter Notes on Summer Impressions, Dostoevsky opposes, first of all, 

Chernyshevsky's approach to self~ sacrifice, which he directly links with the question of 

subjugated will. The novelist argues that an act of self-sacrifice is the ultimate expression of 

higher moral qualities and, most importantly, it is the expression of free will. In one of the last 

chapters of his travel diary, "O!Ihrr o 6ypxya," Dostoevsky writes: " CaMOBOJThHOe, 

coBeprneHHo C03HaTeJThHOe 11 ID!KeM He npmzy,K)XeHHoe caMoilo)KepTBOBaHlie Bcero cefor B 

IlOJTh3Y BCex eCTb, no MOeMy Ilpl13HaIC Bb!CO<ra:iinrero pa3Bl1TIISI IDl'IHOCTli, Bb!CO<ra:iinrero ee 

MoryrnecTBa, Bb!CO<ra:iinrero CaMoo6na.uamrn, BbJCoqafune.ti CB060)U,I co6CTBeHHOH BOilli. "29 

Here, Dostoevsky expresses one of his main moral postulates which was to remain present 

throughout his entire literary career --- the concept of unforced self - sacrifice for the benefit of 

others. This theme will be further developed into the idea of the equality of sin and guilt as first 

expressed in Tikhon's address to Stavrogin in The Possessed : "corpeillliB, Ka)K)U,rli <renoBeK 

y)Ke npoTliB Bcex corpe= 11 Ka)K)U,rli <renoBeK xon <reM-H116y/U, B <ry)KOM rpexe Bl1HOBaT," and 
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later in The Brothers Karamazov (1879), when father Zosima says that "eveyone is as guilty 

as everyone else. "30 

If, in his Winter Notes on Summer Impressions, Dostoevsky portrays will on the 

conscious, rational level (when he speaks of the conscious self-sacrifice or "coBeprnemm 

co3HaTeJibHoe ... CaMOIIO,KepTBOBaHHe" which, at the same time is a sign of a high-degree self 

-control), a few pages later he expresses the idea of will based on the irrational impulse. He 

writes: 

Ho TYT OlllITb BhlX0/1,,!T 3ara.n;Ka: Ka,KeTclI, ~ coBeprneHHo rapaHTIIpYJOT qerroBeKa, 

o6emaroTC5! KOpMHTI>, IIOJ%lTb ero, pa6oTy eMy )(0CTaBJ%lTb H 3a 3TO TPe6yroT C Hero 

TOJibKO CaMYJO KarreJibKY ero JIHqHOH cBo6o)1bl I(lil! o6mero 6rrara. HeT, He xoqeT ,KHTb 

qerroBeK HHa 3THX pacqeTax, eMY H KarreJibKa TlI)KeJia. EMY Bce Ka,KeTclI CIIYPY, 

qTO 3TO OCTPOr H qTO CaMOMY ITO ce6e JIY'Illle, IIOTOMY - IIOJIHalI BOJilI. 31 

In Winter Notes on Summer Impressions, we see only the rudiments of the Underground 

Man's manifestation of will. The idea is more fully developed in Notes from Underground. In 

effect, the irrationality of the Underground Man brings his expression of will close to that of 

Schopenhauer's. By the same token, the Underground Man's irrationality can best be understood 

in relation to Schopenhauerian will. 

Frank describes Notes from Underground as a "magnificent satirical parody" of 

Chernyshevsky's What's to be Done? He argues that "whole sections of Dostoevsky's novella 

were conceived entirely as parodies of specific episodes in Chernyshevsky's book .. "32 This 

apparent intention of the novelist to lampoon his literary opponent predetermined not only the 
' 
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general tone of the argument presented by the author of the Notes from Underground, which can 

be characterized as bitterly sarcastic, but, most importantly, predetermined the character of the 

Underground Man and the way he defends his postulates. In turn, the unbalanced, negative 

nature of the Underground Man's character, determined the extremity of his arguments, which at 

the height of the debate, cross the line between the rational and irrational. Already, in the 

opening paragraph of the Notes, we learn about the man's character: "~ qenoBeK 6oJibHOI'i ... ~ 

3JIOI'i qenoBeK. HenpmmeKaTeJibHhrli l! qenoBeK. "33 Unattractive and bitter though he may be, he 

is also sincere and honest in revealing his identity, and consistent in presenting his argument. The 

passionate and, at times, astonishing presentation of his ideas leads one to conclude that this 

man truly believes in what he is saying. Already in chapter VII of the first part of the Notes from 

Underground, the hero presents one of the most consistent and extensive arguments of the entire 

work, entering the debate on the question of human nature, in which the issue of free will and 

individuality occupies the central place, and which predetermines the conclusion with regard to 

the will-reason relationship. He enters the polemic referring directly to Chernyshevsky's What's 

to be Done? and to the ideas preached by Vera Pavlovna to the female workers. It is as if he is 

asking her in a sarcastic, indeed, parody-like way: "KTo 3TO nepBhrli o61,l!Bl1.TI, KTO nepBhrli 

npOB03rJiaCJ1JI, qTO qeJIOBeK IIOTOM)' TOJibKO J(enaeT IlaKOCTl1, qTO He 3HaeT HaCTOl!IIJ,ID( CBOJ>!X 

mrrepecoB; a qTO ec.JJH 6 ero npocBeTl1Th, OTKphITh eM)' rnasa Ha ero HaCTollllU1e mrrepechr, TO 

qenoBeK To~ac JKe nepeCTan 6hl J(enaTh naKoCTH?"34 And the Underground Man is answering 

himself, incidentally, calling Vera Pavlovna (and Chernyshevsky along with her), "a baby!" 

and "a clean, innocent child", presumably for the naivete of their ideas. He implies that 

sometimes human profit consists of wishing something bad upon yourself --- something that is 



not ultimately profitable. He says: " A 'ITO ecnH True CJIY'IHTCll, 'ITO treJIOBe'!eCKal! Bhlrona IDIOM 

pll3 He TOJibKO MO:a<eT, HO na:ace H J:(OJI:;KHa HMeHHO B TOM COCTOl!Tb, tIT06 B HHOM CJIYtiae ce6e 

xynoro rro:a<eJiaTb, a He Bh!I'OAHoro?"35 
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Here, the Underground Man, for the first time reveals his true irrational streak; who else, 

but an irrational being would wish him/herself something negative on purpose. In the opening 

paragraph of Notes, we find immediate proof of the application of his theory to his own life:" 

ecnH l! rre Jietrych, True ::JTO co 3JIOCTH. IIetreHKa 60=, True BOT rrycKaH :ace ee eme KpeII'!e 

6oJIHT! "36 He willingly wishes himself bad health which appears to be totally unreasonable or 

irrational. So, on the one hand, the Underground Man is denying reason, by, for instance, 

wishing himself misery and misfortune (and this is the ultimate expression of his irrationality), 

-...__ 
while on the other hand, he is promoting will because, afterall-;--Ire-is-doing it willingly. 

- -·----------- --···-· -

j 
Once the Underground Man formulates this thesis, everything else that follows expresses 

the same "irrational" idea, but in slightly different ---at times stronger terms. The Underground 

Man argues the point that man, despite all the advances of science to teach him his real interests, 

and despite the fact that, with time, he became more civilized and cultured, still has not learned 

how to behave in accordance with his reason and scientific knowledge. He argues that the new 

economic policies preached by modern social scientists, which would build the Crystal Palace, 

deny human will and caprice. He also argues that there is always one thing science does not and 

can not predict and calculate -- and that is the irrational nature of the human being, who wants, 

despite all disadvantages and potential misfortunes, to live according to his own will and not to 

his reason. Here, the Underground Man describes his vision of the ultimate irrational being: 



5I ID!CKOJII,KO He ywmn:rocb, ecmc B,1lpyr ID! c Toro ID! c cero cpe)];II'. Bceo6w:ero 

6yeyw:ero 6rrarop83)'MIB! B03IDIKHeT KaKOH-ID!6yJU> ,ll;lKeHTem,MeH c He6rraropoJUioii 

Ji!JM, rryqrne CK83aTb, C peTPOrpa)UIOH H HaCMeIIIID!BO!O q>IDHOHOMHeH, ynpeT PYK" B 

6oKH " CKaJKeT HaM BCeM: a 'ITO, rocrroua, He CTOJlKHYTb me HaM Bee '.lTO 6rrarop83YM"e 

C O)UIOro p83y, HOroH, rrpaxoM, e)];ll'.HCTBeHHO C TO!O I(em,ro, 'IT06 Bee 3TH rrorapHq>MbI 

OTIIpaBJi!JMCb K qepTy "'TI'06 HaM Olli!Tb ITO CBOeH rrrynoii Borre rro=!37 
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Interestingly enough, this description, given by the Underground Man, matches his own 

psychological appearance and his "mocking physiognomy," (or the sarcastic tone) of his 

argument. In this passage, the Underground Man describes himself. But the point is that in 

propagating his irrational ideas and in presenting his irrational personality, the Underground 

Man establishes a remarkable relationship between human reason and will. Time and again he 

states that: , "<rerroBeK, Bcerua H Be3ue, KTo 6br OH ID! 6hlJI, Jll06HIT ueiicTBoBaTb TaK, KaK xoTerr, a 

BOBCe He TllK, KllK IIOBerreBamc eMY p83YM " Bbrroua; XOTeTb 2Ke M02KHO " IIpOTHB co6CTBeHHOH 

BbirO)lbI. "38 Thus, with regard to the relationship between will and intellect as it is seen by the 

Underground Man, will is paramount to intellect and reason. 

At this point it becomes apparent that the Underground Man's philosophy regarding will 

resembles the philosophy of will expressed by Schopenhauer. In his analysis of Notes from 

Underground, Kirpotin indicates that: "«xoTeHbe rro):(llom,Horo <rerroBeKa BOCXO)];ll'.T K «Borre» 

illorreHray:ipa. "39 Indeed, the Underground Man's characterization of will parallels the 

characterization of will that is found in Schopenhauer's metaphysics. Yet, the most striking 



similarity between Dostoevsky's "Underground philosophy" and Schopenhauer's "World as 

Will" is to be found in the writers' explanations of the relationship between will and intellect. 

Moreover, in both Dostoevsky's literary works and Schopenhauer's philosophical treatise, this 

question occupies the central role. 
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As has just been indicated, the Underground Man, during his debate with the utilitarian 

philosophers, comes to the conclusion that will in the human being is stronger than his reason or 

intellect. Schopenhauer, as a philosopher, also advocates the idea that will is superior to reason. 

Schopenhauer begins his analysis by pointing out the mistake that philosophers, 

especially Christian philosophers before him, made. According to Schopenhauer, the mistake 

was that, in comparing man with beasts, they would identify that the difference between them 

lay in the.difference between their intellects, and not in the difference between their wills. Thus, 

. Schopenhauer concludes that "there arouses unconsciously within them an inclination to make 

the intellect the essential and principle thing, and even to explain volition as a mere function of 

the intellect. "40 The entire body of Schopenhauer's philosophy states the opposite, and he 

claims to be the first philosopher who placed " the true being of man not in the consciousness, 

but in will. "41 In Chapter XIX , "On the Primacy of the Will in Self-Consciousness" of his 

' 
World as Will and Representation, Schopenhauer explains the relationship between will and 

intellect. He claims that, keeping his postulate in mind, we can do more "for the knowledge of 

the inner man than is to be found in many systematic psychologies. "42 

The core idea of Schopenhauer's philosophy of will is will's primacy over intellect. The 

intellect, according to Schopenhauer, is, therefore, the "secondary phenomenon; the will is 

metaphysical, the intellect physical; - the intellect, like its objects, is merely phenomenal 
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appearance; the will alone is the thing in itself. "43 Moreover, in a metaphorical way, 

Schopenhauer describes the relationship between will and intellect as follows: " the will is the 

substance of man " while the intellect is only " the accident; the will is the matter, the intellect 

is the form. "44 With regard to this, Bryan Magee explains that there are "physical substances 

and bodies, a small number of which then develop minds as a subsidiary by product" of will.45 

Magee based this conclusion on Schopenhauer's hypothesis that the phenomenal world 

essentially consists of several levels of the objectification of will, where human bodies ( as well 

as animal bodies) are the highest grades of will's objectification. Thus, first we have will's 

objectification in a physical body, and then this body develops its mind and character. This, in 

turn, shows that "will is decidedly not a function of mind. "46 Since will is superior to intellect, 

tile former is in the position of controlling the latter. Time and again he argues that, "clearly the 

· master here is the will, the servant the intellect for, in the last instance the will always keeps the 

upper hand, and therefore constitutes the true core, the inner being of man. "47 But in ascribing 

the leading role to the will, Schopenhauer does not diminish the meaning of intellect, even 

though it does come second in import. In fact, he indicates that intellect's most important 

function concerns itself with supplying motives to the will. Motives thus, "are the affair of the 

intellect. "48 

The Underground Man's assertion that will in the human being is superior to reason, 

which remarkably coincides with the assertion of a similar nature made by Schopenhauer, can 

explain the irrationality of human nature, which is also promulgated and practiced by him. The 

irrationality of human nature, expressed by the Underground Man, is predetermined by the will's 
0 

superior position, with relation to reason. Time and again, the Underground Man declares that 
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people prefer to act in accordance with their will and not according to their reason, even though 

the outcome of such activity might harm them. This, in turn, could be explained by the irrational 

qualities of Schopenhauer's will and its primacy over reason. Schopenhauer's will is illogical, 

wild, unpredictable and most importantly, it manifests itself in the human being prior to reason. 

Thus, the irrationality of any person, as well as that of the Underground Man, could be explained 

from this point of view. We assume that the Underground Man was irrational and unreasonable 

a priori to his introduction into the novel and prior to his argument in defense of this point of 

view. By presenting such an argument, the Underground Man (and ultimately Dostoevsky as his 

creator) reaches an incredible depth of knowledge of human nature as well as paramount 

knowledge of himself as a phenomenon of irrational will's objectification. 

Thus, Schopenhauer and Dostoevsky's similar manner of explaining the relationship 

between will and reason enables ohe to better understand the irrational nature of the 

Underground Man as well as the applicability of such a notion to the field of human psychology. 

It also establishes the similarity of approach toward certain philosophical issues as well as 

similarity of themes between Dostoevsky and Schopenhauer. 

Moreover, thematic parallels between Schopenhauer's philosophy of will and 

Dostoevsky's fiction is not limited only to a similar explanation of the relationship between will 

and intellect. It is as strong and prominent in the discussion and expression of the theme of 

will-to-live as in the case discussed previously. As it has been stated previously, the aspect of 

suicide will serve the purpose of determining will-to-live's affirmation or denial in the literary 

character. Thus, prior to a discussion of the notion of the will-to-live in Dostoevsky's novels, it is 



necessary to examine the aspect of suicide in both Dostoevsky's fiction and Schopenhauer's 

philosophical system. 
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IV. The Theme of Suicide in Schopenhauer's The World as Will and Representation and in 

Dostoevsky's Fictional Works. 

The theme of suicide is prominent in both Schopenhauer's philosophy and Dostoevsky's 

fiction. Schopenhauer's reflections on the theme of suicide are consistent with his overall 

teaching about will. Moreover, the phenomenon of suicide receives an interesting explanation 

in relation to the notion of the will-to-live and life circumstances. Schopenhauer believes that a 

person who wants to commit suicide deep down really wants to live, in fact he wills life, but is 

tormented by great suffering caused by his life circumstances. Suffering from the unfavorable 

circumstances of life teaches him about voluntary self-denial. 

The underlying principle of Schopenahuer's views on the nature of suicide has been 

developed and expressed by the philosopher prior to his discussion of the subject of suicide as 

such. We have already seen that, according to Schopenhauer, will as a thing in itself -- as 

reality itself, finds its ultimate objectification in physical bodies. Within these bodies, will 

assumes primacy over intellect. It is also within the physical body that will can undergo a drastic 

transformation. If the human body is indeed the objectification of the will, the voluntary denial 

of one's self (which could take the form of suicide), could lead to the denial of the will-to-live. 

With regard to this, the philosopher states: 

Now if we consider the will-to-live as a whole and objectively, we have to think of it ... 

as involved in·a delusion. To return from this and hence, to deny its whole present 

endeavor, is what religions describe as self-denial and self renunciation, abnegatio 
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sui ipsius( the denial of one's own self); for the real self is the will-to-live. The moral 

virtues, hence justice and philanthropy ... spring ... from the fact that the 

will-to-live ... recognizes itself again in all its phenomena; accordingly they are 

primarily a sign, a symptom, that the appearing will is no longer firmly held in that 

delusion, but the disillusionment already occurs. Thus it might be said figuratively that 

the will already flaps its wings in order to fly away from it "49 
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With relation to this, special attention should be given to the emphasis Schopenhauer 

attributes to the role of the life circumstances of the suicidal person. Time and again, the 

philosopher points out that the suicidal person "wills life, wills the unchecked existence and 

affirmation of the body; but the combination of circumstances does not allow for these, and the 

result for him is great suffering. "50 Then, again the philosopher states that the suicidal person " 

wills life, and is dissatisfied merely with the conditions on which it has come to him."51 

Desperate life circumstances pull the person to the brink of the tragedy of self-destruction. 

The theme of self-denial or denial of will-to-live through suicide can be discussed in 

relation to Dostoevsky's fictional characters. It is especially true because the theme of suicide is 

one of the most prominent themes in his fiction of the post-Siberian period. Moreover, 

Dostoevsky is considered to be a master of life circumstances' descriptions of desperate people, 

many of whom do, indeed, end up killing themselves. 

Shneidman suggests that Dostoevsky uses suicide for the purpose of: "rendering a 

philosophical or ethical message and keeping the readers' attention on the subject of the 

narrative."52 Without totally denying this assertion, it seems to this writer, however, that 
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suicide as a literary device used by Dostoevsky in his novels is motivated by the basic tragic 

nature of his narrative. Early Dostoevsky critics such as Lev Shestov, Vyacheslav Ivanov and 

Dmitrii Merezhkovskii, have already pointed to the tragic nature of Dostoevsky's major novels. 

Merezhkovskii, for instance, state that: "rrraBHbie npo113Beue!Ilfl! L(ocroeBcKoro, B CymHOCTII, 

BOBce He pOMaHbI, He :moc, a 'I"pareJ:{1111. "53 This enabled later Dostoevsky critics to analyze his 

novels within the framework of the common tragedy-narrative, allowing for a new definition of 

Dostoevsky's novels as novel-tragedies. Konstantin Mochulsky is, perhaps, the champion of 

this analysis. In his extensive examination of Dostoevsky's fiction, Mochulsky writes: "The 

novel-tragedy is saturated with dramatic energy, contains countless potential for struggle and 

conflict. Not only is the whole tragic, but also each of its cells. All the dramatis personae, who 

take part in the common tragedy, simultaneously experience their own personal tragedies. "54 

Suicide can easily become an integral part of the tragic narrative. Suicide intensifies the 

tragic effect the narrative is attempting to achieve; in fact, suicide, to a certain degree, 

predetermines the tragic nature of the narrative. On that basis, Mochulsky analyzes for instance, 

the "spiritual tragedy" of Stavrogin and the "religious tragedy" of Kirillov in The Possessed.55 In 

both cases suicide is viewed by the critic as the inevitable and necessary conclusion to the 

narrative. Speaking of Stavrogin's tragedy, for instance, Mochulsky indicates that suicide is its 

final and inevitable act. The critic illustrates Stavrogin's feeble efforts at saving his life. The latter 

endeavors to do so by means of "heroic exploits" and intolerable burdens, each of which turns 

out to be a disaster. In this context Mochulsky states that: "The four "exploits" -- the four 

misdeeds (the first one being suffering from insults made by Shatov; the second is Stavrogin's 

misguided intention to announce his marriage to the cripple; the third exploit - he fires into the 
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air during his duel with Gaganov, leading to the insult of the latter; the fourth - his pompous 

intention to publish his confession) --- are the four acts of the mangod's tragedy. The fifth act is 

his suicide."56 Very illustrative in this instance is the tragedy of Svidrigailov from Crime and 

Punishment. Svidrigailov, that "man who has outraged the inviolability of Mother-Earth and 

severed his ties with the human family", is a tragic personage from his very entry into the 

narrative.57 He never experiences happiness, neither in his single life nor in his married life. His 

marriage turns into a nightmare due to the conditions under which it was arranged. His wife 

practically buys his body in return for his soul. This episode ends on a tragic note and there is 

great suspicion that Svidrigailov is to blame for her early departure. He is tormented by the 

gruesome crimes he committed in the past --- the servant Philip, who commited suicide after a 

confrontation with Svidrigailov, and about whom he tells Raskolnikov during their brief 

encounters, and the little girl of fourteen who commited suicide after an encounter with 

Svidrigailov, and who comes to Svidrigailov in his dream the night before his own death. It is 

as though the dead seek revenge on him; they keep reminding him of their destinies which 

resulted from his sick psyche. Remarkable is the fact that Svidrigailov kills himself just as some 

of his victims ended life on their own accord --- Philip hung himself, while the little girl from 

Svidrigailov's morbid dream drowned herself. The approach of Svidrigailov's tragic end is felt 

especially strongly the night before his death. Here, Dostoevsky uses the descriptive power of 

his "mystical realism" to create an atmosphere of tragic denouement. The final stroke is laid 

when Svidrigailov pulls the trigger. With the death of night comes the death of the dark person. 

Moreover, suicide in Dostoevsky's fiction is directly connected to the theme of will. 

Suicide serves the purpose of a device through which the dramatis personae manifest their 
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will-to-live or deny it. Ippolit from The Idiot, for instance, declares his free will which will also 

find its affirmation through suicide as his right to choose between life and death. Even though he 

is very limited in such choices by the very force of all powerful nature, he still can affirm his 

right to live for another three weeks or choose to die right away by means of suicide. This idea is 

very similar to the one expressed by Schopenhauer in his essay on suicide: " there is nothing in 

the world to which every man has a more unassailable title than to his own life and person. "58 

No matter who commits suicide in Dostoevsky's fiction -- be it a man of some social 

prominence and financial security like Svidrigailov or Stavrogin, or a representative of the lower 

strata of Russian society, like "the meek one" (whose primary reason for suicide is the unhappy 

family life) -- all of them find themselves in great contradiction with the normal flow of life. Or, 

in Schopenhauer's words, they will life, but are "dissatisfied merely with the conditions on 

which it has come" to them.59 Ofcourse, the term "life conditions" is a broad one and might 

include a variety of factors which could be applicable only to a particular instance, such as 

desperate economic and social conditions ( as in Raskolnikov's case), moral torment caused by a 

guilty conscience (as in Svidrigailov's and Stavrogin's respective cases), or a fatal disease and 

the loss of faith (as in Ippolit's case). It is, therefore, necessary to look at each case individually 

in order to be able to determine particulars of one's difficult life circumstances and conditions 

which might have tilted the decision between life and death. 



V. The Analysis of Two Suicides in Crime and Punishment in Relation to Schopenhauer's 

Theory of the Affirmation and Denial of the Will-to-live. 

There are two major suicide cases in Crime and Punishment -- the contemplated suicide 

by Raskolnikov and the successful suicide by Svidrigailov. The fates of these two characters are 

closely intertwined in the narrative structure of the novel, which is especially evident as the novel 

approaches its conclusion. Svidrigailov thinks that there is a great number of similarities 

between him and Raskolnikov, when he tells him that they are "o)JJ!oro rroJUI l!rOJU,I."
60 

Mochulsky also identifies Svidrigailov as Raskolnikov's "double." The uniting force between 

these two characters is their past life: they have both committed crimes in the past, and from the 

moment Svidrigailov appears in the doorway of Raskolnikov's dwelling at the end of the third 

part, we learn a great deal about events that took place in the past. The lives of both of these 

characters are troubled by the recollections of recent events, and they both experience a great 

deal of moral torment due to their crimes. There is, however, a great difference between the two 

men, despite the fact that they are both criminals. This difference is in the nature of their crimes. 

Raskolnikov commits his crime out of intellectual conviction, or as Porfirii Petrovich labels it 

"according to a theory" -- "y6HJI, .a;Byx y6HJI, rro TeopHH. "61 Svidrigailov, however, commits his 

crimes (about which we can only guess since he was not formally indicted or convicted) because 

of his perverted and idle character of which he is fully aware and he even admits it to 

Raskolnikov when he says: ",[(ell:CTBHTem,Ho, l! 'lerroBeK pa3BpaT!ib!ll: 11 rrpa3)Ulb!H."62 His wife's 

death, which Raskolnikov and his sister Dunya accuse him of, is the last one of his presumed 

crimes before he puts an end to his own life. It is believed that Raskolnikov's contemplation of 
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suicide, as well as Svidrigailov's suicide, result from the moral lacerations and psychological 

torment experienced by both characters after the crimes they committed. Due to the differing 

natures of the crimes, predetermined by the difference in the life circumstances of Raskolnikov 

and Svidrigailov, it is necessary to look at these two characters and their life circumstances 

immediately preceding the crime, separately . 

The story of Svidrigailov's marriage and life in the countryside of which he tells 

Raskolnikov during one of their encounters, is of great importance with regard to the assessment 

of his crime and with regard to the understanding of the motives for his subsequent suicide. With 

regard to Raskolnikov's crime, which is disclosed to the reader in the opening chapters of the 

novel, it is important to analyze his theory of "superior" and "inferior" people, his vision of 

himself (in light of this theory) before and after the crime, and his character and moral lacerations 

after the crime, to be able to determine the motives which prompted him to a suicidal solution as 

well as the motives which prevented him from committing suicide. The determination of the 

motives of Raskolnikov's and Svidrigailov's suicides will, in turn, facilitate a conclusion 

regarding the nature of the two suicides in relation to the characters' will-to-live. The 

fundamental questions to answer will thus be -- Why does Raskolnikov not end his unbearable 

life voluntarily to avoid suffering, but does instead choose exile and suffering? Could it be that 

will-to-live overpowered his destructive impulse? And why did Svidrigailov shoot himself, 

even though he had better chances to survive than his "double" Raskolnikov? Does it make 

Svidrigailov a strong or a weak person, being that he had the strength, on his own accord, to 

cross the threshold between life and death? Or was it simply the strength of his weakness? 
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In Crime and Punishment, the crime, as such, is used by the novelist as a pretext to the 

discussion of the main theme -- the punishment. N. Natova suggests that the addition of the 

word "punishment" to the title of the novel, enables the novelist to explore not the criminal 

matters of the narrative, · but the psychological state of mind of the person who committed that 

crime. With regard to this, Natova comments that:" TaM, r.ne o6b!'IHO orrycKaeTCll 3aHaBec 

.neTeK.TI!BHOil: HCTOpIDI, UocToeacKHil: oTKpbmaeT HOBYJO nepcneK.TIIBy H npocrreJKmlaeT 

ornomeHHe npecryTIHJ;IKa K caoeM)' npecTynrre1000 - cymeCTByeT = .!J;lill Hero paCKal!HHe, 

coxarreeT = OH o npm1cme.nmeM, OTKpOeTCll = rrepe.n HHM rryTb K HpaBCTBeHHOM)' 

06HOBJieJOOO. "63 

If, in Notes from Underground, Dostoevsky only modestly touches upon the complex 

problems of human nature, then with Crime and Punishment, "a new era begins --- that of 

"psychology. "64 Here, Dostoevsky very methodically explores the dark sides of human nature. 

The guinea-pig in this case is a young student of law from Petersburg. The novelist presents a full 

and complex psychological portrait of Raskolnikov. He briefly outlines his appearance in the 

opening passages of the novel only to return to it later, after the crime has been committed. The 

main focus is, therefore, on Raskolnikov's post-crime personality, even though some of his 

character traits are attributed to his personality before the crime. Thus, along with Raskolnikov's 

mother and sister, we learn from his only friend, Razumikhin, that Rodion: 

yrproM, Mpa'leH, Ha,n;MeHeH 11 rop.n; B rrocrrenaee BpeMl! ( a MoxeT ropa3}]:o npe)l(J];e ) 

MHHTerreH l1 l1TIOXOH,npl1K. BerroKo.nymeH 11 .no6p. tiyaCTB CBOl1X He mo6!1T BbICKa3bIBaTb 

11 cKopeil: xeCTOKOCTh c.nerraeT, 'leM CJIOBaMl1 BbICKaxeT cep1me. Jifuor.na ... npocro 

xorro.neH H 6ec'lyacTBeH no 6ec'lerroBe'll1ll, npaBo, TO'lHO B HeM naa rrpOTl!Bonorro=re 
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xapaicrepa rrooqepe}];HO CMeIDIIOTCll. y )Ka CHO BbICOKO ce6smeIDIT H, Ka:lKeTCll, He 6e3 

HeKOTOporo rrpaaa Ha TO. 65 

Porfirii Petrovich boasts that he has explored Raskolnikov's character in minute detail and 

adds that the latter is a proud, powerful and impatient individual, emphasizing the adjective 

"impatient."66 Raskolnikov's own mother, even though she doubts Razumikhin's assessment, 

does not have anything positive to add to her son's character assessment. On the contrary, she 

says that she could never trust his character, even when he was still a young boy of fifteen: "Ero 

xapaicrepy ll HHKorna He Morna noaepHThCll, naxe Koma eMY 6b!JIO TOJibKO IIl!THa1man, rreT. 51 

yaepeHa, qro OH H Terrepb B.!(pyr qro-HH6y.!(b MO:lKeT cnerran, c co6on TaKoe, qero He O.!(l{H 

qerroBeK HHKorna H He rronyMaeT cnerran,. "67 In fact, he does something to himself that nobody 

would even think of doing. He commits a senseless crime and his character, perhaps, had a lot to 

do not only with its theoretical justification, but also with its practical implementation. In this 

sense, his character, according to Schopenhauer, was a "necessary ... factor" of his action.68 But 

his character alone, no matter how nasty or daring it can be, or how much it can effect his will, 

can not be blamed for the multitude of his misfortunes. In his frantic rage in front of Sonya 

Marmeladov, Raskolnikov opens up and reveals to her and to the reader, the moral and physical 

atmosphere of his life in the last two or three years, during which, incidentally, he perhaps 

acquired some of the negative traits of his character. It is this environment which can be 

considered to have contributed to both his theory about ordinary and extraordinary people, and 

the murder. 

Raskolnikov's theory of superior and inferior people developed along with his 

desperation, strife and ever- increasing hatred toward people in the dark cell of his dwelling, 
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which looked more like a cupboard than a room -- "KaMopKa ero Haxo)lllanacb rro):( caM010 

KpOBJieH BhlCOKOro ill!Til3TaJKHOro ):(OMa H IIOXOJJ:HJia 6onee Ha IIIKacp, 'leM Ha KBaPTHPy."69 As 

Mochulsky aptly comments: "The violent idea of the crime could be born only in a narrow, low 

garret such as this. "70 Raskolnikov confesses to Sonya Marmeladov: ")la l! 03llHJICl! ... JilMeHHo 

03IIHIICl! (3TO CJIOBO xopomee!). 5I TOr):(a, KaK IIaYK, K ce6e Byron 3a6HIICl!. Tb! Be):(b 6hl!Ia B 

Moei-i KOIIype, BH):(ena ... A 3Haemb IIH, CoHl!, 'ITO HH3KHe IIOTOJIKH H TeCHb!e KOMHaThl ):(yilly H YM 

TecHl!T! "71 But, before mental strife, there was financial desperation and need because the 

question is --- if the immediate physical environment of his dwelling had such a negative 

influence on his psyche --- why would he stay in this room if he was not financially needy. The 

first thing we learn about Raskolnikov in the opening paragraph of the novel is that he is 

extremely poor. In only one phrase, Dostoevsky conveys to the reader the state of Raskolnikov's 

financial affairs -- "OH 6hlII pa3AaBneH 6e):(HOCTbIO. "72 He was so impoverished that he was not 

even paying any attention to his poverty anymore. But, the extreme poverty which happened to 

coincide with Raskolnikov's inquisitive intellect, eventually produced a monster. Nevertheless, 

Raskolnikov, first and foremost, is a victim of his environment. This assumption is given some 

legitimate support by the novelist himself through the words of Porfirii Petrovich, when the latter 

comments that: "«cpe):(a» MHoroe B rrpeCTyrrneHHH 3Hal!HT."73 Porfirii Petrovich, more than 

anybody else in the novel, understands this problem and it deters him from implementing the 

regular treatment for Raskolnikov as a murder suspect and prompts him to offer the young man 

the best option he can in his position as the official state investigator, namely to voluntarily 

confess and thus redeem himself. Porfirii Petrovich urges Raskolnikov to accept suffering, 

which will be suffering leading the way to a new life. Mochulsky points out that already, in the 
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early drafts of the novel, Porfirii Petrovich was designated to preach "the philosophy of life," in 

which preference is given to life, even though it might be life in suffering.74 Undoubtedly, this 

philosophy of life had a tremendous impact on the young man's fate. 

Morally and physically down-trodden by his life circumstances, Raskolnikov is 

profoundly "dissatisfied with the conditions" (using Schopenhauer' parlance) on which life has 

come to him. He thinks up a theory and contemplates murder as an immediate solution to his 

financial strife and as a fast improvement to his situation. Even though in his conversation with 

Sonya he rejects his financial need as a prime crime motive, it can not be totally ruled out. 

During his trial, Raskolnikov confesses that one of the reasons for the murder was his "cKBepHoe 

rrorroJKeIDie, ero ll'.MmeTa l1 6ecrroMOIIIHOCTh, JKerraHHe yrrpolJJ1.T.b rrepBbie IIlarH cBoel1 JKl13HeHHol1 

Kapbepb! C IIOMOIIlb!O TpeX Tb!C5fCI py6rrel1, KOTOpb!e OH paCClJJ1.T.b!BaJI Hal1TH y y6HTol1. "75 

Raskolnikov was dissatisfied with his life before the crii:ne and he became even more 

dissatisfied with it afterwards. Speaking about Raskolnikov's meditations on planning a murder, 

Mochulsky points out one extraordinary detail about Raskolnikov being a "theorist." The critic 

writes: "He dreams of a practical deed though he is a theorist."76 And, being only a theorist, 

Raskolnikov could not possibly foresee all practical consequences of the crime. He certainly 

could not foresee the tremendous moral lacerations which he would experience after the murder. 

Perhaps he would not have experienced such profound guilt and fear if it were not for the killing 

of the second sister -- Lizaveta, whom he was not planning to kill, but had to, in order not to be 

caught. There is so much regret and guilt in his words when he tells Sonya that he did not want to 

kill Lizaveta: "OH Th!3aBeTy 3Ty ... y6l1Th He xoTerr ... OH ee ... y6l1JI Heqamnro ... OH CTapyxy 



y6= XOTeJI ... Korua OHa 6bDia O)IHa ... 11 rrp11IIIeJI ... A TYT BOIIIJia .l1113aBeTa ... OH TYT ... 11 ee 

y611JI."77 
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After Lizaveta's murder, Raskolnikov can not regain his composure because he realizes 

that he has killed an innocent person. If the old and wicked lady, Alyona, was the quintessence 

of all evil in the world in Raskolnikov's mind, and he identified her as the prime cause of his 

misfortune, then Lizaveta was quite the opposite. As._Peace comments: "Even in the penal 

settlement he . . . maintains that it was no crime to kill Alyona; no mention is made of 

Elizaveta. "78 On the surface, Raskolnikov seems to be in total control, but in his heart and 

conscience, there is chaos and havoc caused by the tremendous impact Lizaveta's murder has on 

him. The feeling of guilt haunts him from the time he recovers from the initial shock a week 

after the murder. As Shneidman points out: "Although Raskolnikov appears to have no pangs 

of conscience for his crime on the rational level, subconsciously he is profoundly guilt-ridden."79 

His human nature does not feel the same way his mind does. Porfirii Petrovich very profoundly 

expresses what Raskolnikov did not want to admit to himself -- that his nature (Hamypa) does not 

agree with his mind; his conscience does not agree with his theory and what came out of it -

"ue:ficTBHTeJibHOCTb :11 HaTypa, cyuapb Bbl Mo:fi, eCTb BIDKHrur Benu,, 11 yx KaK :HHorua caMbl:fi 

rrp030pJIHBelm:!mi pacqeT IIOJICeKaIOT! ... corrrarr OH 6eCIIOJI06HO; a HaTypy-To 11 He CYMeJI 

pacc=aTo."80 

In addition to the existing misfortunes, Rakolnikov comes to the realization that he failed 

to achieve what he was hoping to with his theory. This theory was the intellectual motive for the 

crime. Raskolnikov admits to Sonya Marmeladov that he went to kill not as an amateur, but as a 

learned person --, "Ji[ Hey:aceJib Thi JIYMaeIIIb, ~o SI KaK JIYpaK IIOIIIeJI, oqeprn rorroBy? 5I IIOIIIeJI 
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Ka.IC }'MH!IK, H 3TO-TO MeHl! H cry6HJio! "81 He tells her that he knew exactly what he was doing, 

and that he was doing it also for the purpose of determining to what category of people he 

belonged -- superior or inferior, extraordinary or ordinary: "MHe Ha.no 6hllio Y3HaTb TOr)Ia, H 

IIOCKopefi Y3HaTb, BOIIIb JIH JI, Ka.IC Bee, HJIH '!eJioBeK? CMory JIH lI rrepeCT)'lIHTI, HJIH He CMory? "82 

According to Raskolnikov's theory, all mankind is divided into people of exceptional 

values and rights - the movers of this world, and people of lower strata, whose only function is 

to sustain human reproduction. In the conversation skillfully orchestrated by Porfirii Petrovich, 

Raskolnikov conveys that: "«Heo6hIKHOBeHlllilH» -qerroBeK HMeeT IIpaBO ... TO eCTb He 

o<jJ:im1rnrrhHOe rrpaBo, a caM HMeeT IIpaBO pa3pe= CBoefi coBeCTH rrepemarnyTu ... -qepe3 HHh!e 

rrpe!IlITCTBHlI, H e)U!HCTBeHHO B TOM TOJibKO crry-qae, ecJIH HCIIOJIHeHHe era imeH (HHOr)Ia 

crracHTelibHOfi, MO:lKeT 6b!Th WUI Bcero -qeJioBe'!eCTBa) Toro rroTpe6yeT."83 

To kill Alyona and thus, to cross that threshold and become a superior being, is 

Raskolnikov's goal and he fails to achieve it. In his conversation with Sonya, he finally admits to 

himself that he does not qualify for the position of a superior being and that he experiences 

profound regret as to what he has done: "5.[ xoTeJI Te6e TOJibKO OJIHO )IOKa3aTb: '!TO -qepT-TO 

MeHl! TOr)Ia IIOTam;HJI, a Y:lK IIOCJie Toro MHe o6'bJICHHJI, '!TO He HMeJI lI rrpaBa Ty)Ia XO)IHTb, 

!IOTOMY '!TO lI Ta.Kllll :lKe TO'IHO BOIIIb, Ka.IC H BCe. "84 

Morally and physically down-trodden by life circumstances, which are further aggravated 

by the murder and the subsequent realization of the failure to achieve the goals he hoped to, 

Raskolnikov, for a moment, cannot cope with the multitude of pressing problems and 

contemplates suicide. It is at this moment that we find him standing on the bridge, staring at 

Neva's water: "B30H)IJI Ha MOCT, OH OCTaHOBHJIClI y rrepIDI H CTaJI CMOTpeTb B BOJIY."85 Later on, 
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Raskolnikov confesses to his sister Dun ya that he wanted to jump into the river to avoid the 

shame which would fall upon him once the true identity of the murderer was revealed. He 

emphatically exclaims: ")la, 'IT06 H36exaTb 3Toro CTbIJJ:a, lI H xoTeJI YTOID!Tbcll, Jl)'Hll, HO 

I!OuyMaJI yxe CTOlI Ha.u BO.D:Oli, 'ITO ecJIH lI C'll1'TaJI ce6ll .n:o CHX I!Op CHJThHblM, TO IIYCTb xe lI a 

CTbIJJ:a TeIIepb He y6orocb. "86 He contemplates death , yet chooses life. Almost immediately, a 

profound change occurs within him. Standing on the same bridge where he witnessed 

Afrosinyushka's suicidal attempt, Raskolnikov casts aside all his doubts and emphatically 

exclaims: "ECTb )KH3Hb! Pa3Be lI cewrac He=? He yMeprra em;e MOlI )KH3Hb BMecre c cTapmo 

CTapyxoli! UapCTBO eli He6ecHoe a - .D:OBOJibHO, MaTymica, I!Opa Ha IIOKOlil UapCTBO paccy.D:Ka a 

cBeTa TeIIepb H ••• H BOJIH, H CIDihl. "87 Raskolnikov thus, makes a willful decision and excludes 

death as a solution to his problems. Schopenhauer's metaphysical will thus, does not find its 

affirmation in Raskolnikov's suicide, but it finds it in his ever strong "will-to-live." 

Schopenhauer writes that: "will-to-live is the only true description of the world's innermost 

nature. Everything presses and pushes toward existence, if possible toward organic existence, i.e 

life. In animal nature, it then becomes obvious that will-to-live is the keynote of its being, --- its 

only unchangeable and unconditioned quality."88 Schopenhauerian will-to-live finds its 

embodiment in Raskolnikov's decision not to kill himself. 

Of course, in Raskolnikov's case it does not happen as easily as it would in some other 

person's circumstance. Raskolnikov goes through a profound change in his life before he finally 

comes to a positive resolution of his problems. First, after the murder, it is fear of prosecution 

for the crime that haunts him. He feels that his life is now threatened by the possibility of severe 

punishment which will be assigned by the authorities for committing a grave crime, which, m 
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tum may result in the death penalty or death in exile . Raskolnikov's realization of such a 

prospect is enhanced by his knowledge of law. Schopenhauer aptly expresses a psychological 

condition similar to Raskolnikov's when he states: "the entire inner nature of a living being thus 

threatened is at once transformed into the most desperate struggle against, and resistance to 

death. "89 The pressure of moral guilt, however, overpowers the fear of physical punishment. 

Yet, both factors contribute to his ephemeral idea to kill himself. By the same token, the fear of 

immediate death through suicide is stronger in Raskolnikov than the fear of criminal conviction 

and its repercussions. Thus, this fear of immediate death translates into affirmation of the 

instinct for self-preservation or the will-to-live. By choosing life, even though it would be life in 

suffering, Raskolnikov finds the true affirmation of the will-to-live, for life and "the body of 

man is already the objectivity of the will, as it appears at this grade and in this individual. "90 The 

instinct for self -preservation is much stronger in Raskolnikov than that of self-destruction. 

Shneidman suggests that "it is probably his inner craving for life and his desire to survive at any 

price that save our hero from self-destruction."91 It appears, however, that any probability or 

uncertainty about the manifestation of the will-to-live in the human being or animal's nature, of 

which Raskolnikov is a good example, should be eliminated because, again, " will-to-live is the 

only true description of the world's innermost nature," and therefore human nature. 92 Kirpotin's 

conclusion, in this writer's opinion, more aptly reflects the true nature of Raskolnikov's choice of 

life, and is closer to the expression of Schopenhauer's concept of will-to-live in the character of 

Raskolnikov. Kirpotin writes that: "Raskolnikov lives not for death, but for life, even more so 

for an idea, i.e., for life in general. Raskolnikov will not kill himself because he knows: death 

stops all relationship between existence and generations . . . . Raskolnikov does not consider 



death as a final solution precisely because other people and their problems remain - life goes 

on. "93 Raskolnikov, so to speak, adopts Schopenhauerian reasoning with relation to life and 

death through suicide and deems suicide a useless and "a quite futile and foolish act. "94 It is 

remarkable that the first manifestation of the will-to-live is seen in Raskolnikov right after the 

incident with Marmeladov, who is run over by a horse. Raskolnikov witnesses the scene and 

assists his dying companion in being transported to his apartment. After Marmeladov passes 

away a few minutes later, Raskolnikov offers his wife, Katerina Ivanovna, twenty five rubles -

all the money he has, to help her with the immediate expenses for the funeral services. And, as 

he is leaving Marmeladov's apartment, he suddenly experiences an influx of emotions, as if he 

has been given a new life: " OH CXOIDIJI TIIXO, He TOpOlli!Cb, Beeb B IDIXOpa,mce H, He C03HaBllil 

Toro, IIOJ!Hblli O)IIIoro, HOBOro, He06bl!CID!MOro omymeHHl! BJ:qJyr IIpHXJib!H)'Bille:lil: IIOJIHO:lil: H . 

Moryqe:lil: :lKJl3HH. 3To omymeHHe Morrro rroxonwn, Ha omymeHHe rrporoBopeHHoro K cMeprno:lil: 

Ka3HH, KOTOPOMY B)]J)yr H HeO:lKM,!1aHHO 06'bl!Blll!IOT rrpomeHHe. "95 
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Explaining this sudden metamorphosis in Raskolnikov, the novelist asks the question: 

"tfro :lKe, o)IIIaKO, crryqHJIOCb TaKoro oco6eHHoro, 'ITO TaK rrepeBepeyrro ero? .[(a OH H caM He 

3Harr; eMY, KaK XBaTaBmeMYCl! 3a corroMHffKY, B)]J)yr IIOKa3arrocb, 'ITO H eMY 'Mo:lKHo =, 'ITO 

ecTb eme :lKJl3Hb, 'ITO He YMeprra ero :lKH3Hb BMeCTe c cTaporo CTapyxo:lil:'. "96 It is very likely that 

Raskolnikov felt good about himself because he did a good thing by helping the desperate 

Marmeladovs. But most of all, he felt useful again, and that gave him tremendous motivation for 

staying alive. It is as though Raskolnikov realizes that salvation is possible, and the possibility of 

it lies in being useful to others. Schopenhauer would perhaps describe Raskolnikov's emotional 

state of mind at this moment as "the boundless rejoicing after he has been saved. "97 
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By the same token, his first encounter with Sonya Marmeladov in the Marmeladovs' 

apartment shortly after the incident with Marmeladov-senior, gives Raskolnikov another 

unconscious impulse for life. Ellen Chances remarks that: "Raskolnikov, after rushing to 

Katerina Ivandvna's aid when, incidentally, he encounters Sonya for the first time, senses life 

surging through his veins. "98 Thus, it is immediately after he leaves Marmeladov's apartment that 

he, once and for all, chooses life - "ECTb )10!3Hb! Pa3Be .sr cewrac ae =?" - he emphatically 

exclaims, standing on the same bridge from which he saw a young woman plunging into the 

muddy waters of the Neva.99 Twice since the murder, he confronts death -- first when he sees 

Efrosynushka's desperate attempt to kill herself, and then again when he sees the dying 

Marmeladov. But, paradoxically enough, the confrontation with death seems to have awakened 

in him the will-to-live. The duality of his personality indicated, for instance, by Peace, had 

perhaps, a lot to do with the affirmation of his will-to-live as well. We see only negative traits 

of his character in the analysis of his crime. But he is not entirely evil, precisely because there is 

a lot of good in him. Razumikhin, in his characterization of Raskolnikov's behavior, points out 

that he feels as if there are two opposing characters inside Raskolnikov alternating with one 

another. During Raskolnikov's trial, the positive side of his personality becomes more apparent, 

and it is his friend Razumikhin who confirms this by presenting to the court information and 

proof of how Raskolnikov was helping his poor friend who was dying of consumption during his 

stay at the University and how, after his friend's death, he was taking care of the latter's old 

parent. Raskolnikov's landlady, Madame Zarnitsina, also testifies how Raskolnikov, risking his 

life, saved two infants from a burning building. 
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On the other hand, another person who commits suicide in the novel (Svidrigailov) has 

no such will-to-live. In fact, he seems to be trying to flee life. His arrival to St. Petersburg serves 

as a metaphor for his escapist tendencies. As Shneidman points out: "the idea of escaping 

reality haunts him from the very first appearance on the pages of the novel."100 Svidrigailov 

comes from a different social background ·and, therefore, the circumstances of his life are quite 

different from those of Raskolnikov. Svidrigailov and Raskolnikov, however, find themselves 

in a similar situation that of being murder suspects. Porfiry Petrovich suspects Raskolnikov of 

killing the two sisters, while Luzhin, Dunya and Raskolnikov suspect Svidrigailov of causing the 

death of his wife. But his wife was not his only victim. Shneidman points out that 

"Svidrigailov's act of violent self-destruction is preceded by the suicides of his alleged 

victims."101 It is these victims who haunt him from the very moment of his first appearance in the 

novel when he introduces himself to Raskolnikov. His wife's death leaves such a profound 

impression on him, that he becomes mentally ill. Even though there are no direct allegations of 

him being mentally ill, it is strongly implied. Raskolnikov notices it right away during their first 

encounter in the student's room: '" 3To rroMerrramn,rl!', - rro.IzyMa.r:r PacKOJII,ID!KOB."102 

Svidrigailov is psychologically disturbed and he sees apparitions. His wife comes to him and 

talks to him about "some insignificant things." He tells Raskolnikov that his dead servant Fil'ka 

came around once. But, most importantly, the night before he kills himself, Svidrigailov sees a 

little girl who is perhaps the same girl that, according to Luzhin, Svidrigailov abused and drove 

to suicide. Svidrigailov's crime is so ignominious and despicable that the narrator can not refrain 

from interfering in order to prove Svidrigailov's gnilt: 



CBHUpHraIDIOB 3HaJI 'JT'j .a;eBO<n<y. 3Ta .[(eBo'lKa 6cIITa CaMoy61fi;b::J:a - )'TOilJieHH!1Ila, 

EJ;i 6=o TOJJI,KO l:!eThlpHaJJJ.laTh JieT, HO 'JTO 6=o yx.e pa36iIToe cep1me, H OHO 

nory6HJIO ce6SI, OCKOp6JieHHoe o6H.a;OH, yx.acHyBinero H YAHBHBII!eIO 'JTO MOJIO.[(Oe, 

.[(eTCKOe C03HaHHe, 3aJIHBIIIeIO He3aCJiyx.e!IIlliIM CThl.[(OM ee aareJJI,CKH l:!HCT}'IO nyrny H 

BhlpBaBIIIeIO noCJieJl:!Il!H KpHK OTl:!aSIHHSI, He YCJilillIIaHHbIH, a HarJio nopyraHHb!H B 

TeMHYIO HOl:jl,, BO MpaKe, B xoJio.a;e. 103 
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The entire night preceeding Svidrigailov's suicide is very characteristic of his attempts to 

escape reality. He plunges into the underworld of debauchery and perversion, drinking heavily 

himself, and giving drinks to others: "Beeb 3TOT Bel:!ep OH rrpoBen no pa3HbIM TPaKTHpaM H 

KJIOaKaM, nepexo)lll H3 o.[(Horo B npyroii. "104 He was indeed a man lost from life, and he had a 

vivid understanding of this himself. Raskolnikov senses the same determination and purpose 

· which Svidrigailov reveals during their first conversation: "PacKOJJI,HHKOBY SIBHO 61,IITo, l:!TO 'JTO 

Ha l:!TO-TO TBepno peIIIHBIIIHHCSI l:!eJioBeK H ce6e Ha YMe."105 Svidrigailov has only one hope that 

would make it possible for him to survive, and that hope rests with Raskolnikov's sister Dunya. 

Peace suggests that Svidrigailov is in love with Dunya and "is determined to pursue her through 

all the means within his power. He attempts bribery, blackmail, and in a last resort, violence."106 

Dunya, who was at first sympathetic with "the lost man" Svidrigailov, in the end rejects his 

advances because she realizes that she may have been the indirect reason for Svidrigailov's 

wife's death. It may have occurred to Dunya that Svidrigailov facilitated his wife's death only to 

free himself and thus become available for her. Once rejected by Dunya during their violent 

encounter, in the course of which she tries to shoot him, Svidrigailov seems to be "a changed 



man." 107 Having lost his last hope in life, Svidrigailov grows quite conscious about his 

self-worthlessness. Life becomes totally meaningless to him while he becomes totally 

meaningless to life. He does not make any visible attempts to cling to life because he evidently 

"no longer takes any interest in his individual phenomenon."108 
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Even though Svidrigailov is totally indifferent to his own life, he, at the same time, is not 

entirely indifferent to the lives of other people. It is especially evident before his suicide. The 

paradox of Svidrigailov's indifferent attitude toward other people can also be explained with 

relation to Schopenhauer's notion of the disappearing will-to-live. Schopenhauer identifies moral 

virtues, such as justice and philanthropy, as symptoms of the disappearance of the will-to-live in 

individual phenomenon. The philosopher writes: 

The moral virtues, hence justice and philanthropy ... spring ... from the fact that the 

will-to-live ... recognizes itself again in all its phenomena; accordingly they are 

primarily a sign, a symptom, that the appearing will is no longer firmly held in that 

delusion, but the disillusionment already occurs. Thus it might be said figuratively that 

the will already flaps its wings in order to fly away from it. 109 

This remarkable provision is certainly true with relation to Svidrigailov. Dostoevsky 

clearly shows the latter's altruistic tendencies which are equal to those moral virtues that are 

identified by Schopenhauer. In effect, Svidrigailov is both just and reveals a great deal of 

philanthropy which he shows through the uncharacteristic good deeds he manages to perform 

before his suicide. In this context Jesse Clardy notes: "Svidrigailov does possess within himself, 

especially toward the end of his life, that quality of appreciative perception or understanding of 
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another human being that makes his existence not at all superfluous." 110 Indeed, Svidrigailov is 

oftentimes kind toward people around him. His philanthropic intentions result in helping the 

children of the Marmeladov family by financially securing their upbringing. He also has the 

intention of helping Dun ya Raskolnikov by again, offering her a substantial sum of money. But 

the feeling that the reader gets from these deeds is similar to what one feels when a person gives 

away everything before he endeavors a final_ step --- be it a trip abroad with no prospects of 

returning back or the choice of voluntary death. So, in fact, Svidrigailov's final step is preceded 

by his philanthropic deeds, which only testifies to the disappearance of his will-to-live. 

Vladimir Chizh suggests that for Svidrigailov, "there are no desires, no interests, nothing 

in the future." m The critic concludes that the only possible solution to an idle person like 

Svidrigailov, whose life does not have any meaning, is suicide. The will-to-live has been dealt a 

severe blow in Svidrigailov's instance, or, as Schopenhauer expresses it: "in him knowledge 

has, so to speak, burnt up and consumed the will, so that there is no longer any will, any keen 

desire for individual existence, left in him. "112 

In conclusion, it is possible to suggest that the impulse for self-destruction and self-harm 

was an intrinsic facet of Svidrigailov's character. His whole life, or at least what is known about 

his life from the narrative, seems to be one long streak of self-victimization, starting with his 

post-jail marriage, and culminating in his suicide. It is perhaps not surprising then, that Peace 

comes to the paradoxical conclusion that Svidrigailov was "both monster and victim, both 

oppressor and oppressed." 113 Indeed, Svidrigailov did cause a lot of suffering to the people that 

surrounded him. Yet, he too suffered tremendously. This is one of the facets of the dichotomy 

of his personality. 
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Dostoevsky clearly shows that Svidrigailov does not feel a will to live when he was on 

the verge of suicide ( as it was certainly apparent in Raskolnikov's case). In fact, by presenting 

Svidrigailov's dual personality of being "both monster and victim" and by revealing the complex 

circumstances of his existence, Dostoevsky portrays the latter's's strong dissatisfaction with his 

life, which indeed caused him great suffering and led him to a suicidal solution and self-denial. 



VI. lppolit's Attempted Suicide in The Idiot as a Manifestation of Will-to-live. 

Even though there are plenty of fatal incidents in The Idiot, Ippolit's attempted suicide is, 

perhaps, one of the most interesting and philosophically challenging. Indeed, Ippolit Terent'ev 

presents a rather extraordinary case that had not yet been encountered in Dostoevsky's fiction. 

Philosophically, lppolit's character can be compared to that of the Underground Man and 

Raskolnikov. It is especially evident from his "Explanation," where he is portrayed as a thinking 

type, a man who casts himself away in his room where, while looking at the "Meyer's wall", he 

contemplates life and death, good and evil. Peace points out that the similarities between 

Ippolit and the Underground Man are apparent in the "confessional style" of lppolit's 

"Explanation" and of Notes from Under~round.114 But more importantly, the critic writes that 

both Ippolit and the Underground Man "are rebels; both rail against the Jaws of nature; both 

refuse to submit. "115 

Yet, Ippolit is very different from the Underground Man and Raskolnikov because he is a 

very sick man; he is a person condemned by consumption, who is given hardly more than three 

weeks to Jive. This fact not only contrasts Ippolit with other Dostoevsky characters, but more 

importantly, gives his philosophical views a new dimension and a profound depth with relation 

to the questions of human psychology. Structurally, his entire literary image is built by the 

novelist around the circumstance of his incurable and fatal disease. If the premise of his illness 

were to be taken away, then along with it would go the authenticity of his situation and the snide 

and precise nature of his judgments. That, in turn, would diminish the relevance of his role in 

terms of the definition of the main protagonist in the novel - prince Myshkin. Moreover, it 
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appears that Ippolit's illness is the prime reason for his suicide attempt, and by ~e same token, it, 

again, is his illness that makes him, more than ever before, cling to life. 

In his "Explanation," with the peculiar epigraph, "Apres moi le deluge," Ippolit indicates 

that he decided to part with life not as a result of a logical conclusion, but because of what he 

calls his "final conviction" or "rrocrre)Ulee y5eJK.neID!e. "116 He deciphers the meaning of his final 

conviction after a Jong elucidation of how he has arrived at it in the first place. The core idea of 

his final conviction is that he grew to abhor his life in the form that it was presented to him 

during the last several months of it. He despises his life and, ( again using Schopenhauerian 

parlance) can not accept "the conditions on which it has come to him. "117 He acknowledges: 

"EcID! 5bl SI I1MeJI BJiaCTb He pO/UITbCSI, TO HaBepHO He IIpMIDIJI 5bl cymecTBOBaID!J! Ha TfilrnX · 

HacMeIIIID!BhIX ycrroBIDIX. "118 Ippolit testifies to all the people who gather for prince Myshkin's 

birthday: 

BoT 3TOT oco5e:mn,ti;i crryqaii, KOTOpblli SI TaK IIOJJ:p05HO orrn:can, H 5bDI IIpWlliHOH, . 

'ITO SI COBepmeHHO «pemHJICSI». OKoHtiaTelibHOMY pemeID!IO crroco5CTBOBaJia, 

OCTaBaTbCSI B )KJ!3ID!, KOTOpaSI rrpHID!MaeT TaKHe CTpaHHhle, o5IDKaromne MeHSI cpopMb!. 

3TO IIpHBHJ(eID!e MeHSI Yffi!3HJIO. 5I He B CHJiax IIO}];'mHlITI,CSI TeMHOH CHJie, 

rrpmmMaromeii: BHJ\ TapaHryrra.119 

Ippolit, apparently, feels offended and degraded by the apparition he sees in his half-real, 

half-delusional dream. He refers to the "special case" which triggered his decision to kill himself. 
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This "special case" is actually a series of events which Ippolit describes in his testimony -- the 

picture of the dead Christ in Rogozhin's cemetery-like house, the dream about the tarantula, and 

the apparition of Rogozhin himself. In this connection, Mochulsky points out that: "Ippolit's 

thoughts about death are inspired by Rogozhin. In his house he sees Holbein's picture; his 

phantom compelled the consumptive to decide to commit suicide."120 Similarly, Shneidman 

writes that: "the picture of Christ at Rogozhin's and the symbolic dreams of the scorpion and the 

tarantula merge into one and cause Ippolit to finally make up his mind. "121 But it appears that the 

three incidents were only the initial causes for his contempt toward his life because it is 

ultimately his life, which assumes such grotesque, strange and at the same time offensive shapes, 

that he is angry with. It is his diseased life which he despises and blames for his decisive step 

toward death. The night visions play, metaphorically speaking, the role of the final straw, yet his 

dissatisfaction with life and inclination toward its termination are evident much earlier, before he 

sees Holbein's picture, the monstrous tarantula and the ghost of Rogozhin. Particularly, the 

episode of Ippolit's night rendezvous with his friend Bakhmutov comes to mind. After a long 

conversation on the subject of "a single donation," Bakhmutov, with characteristic 

straightforwardness, reminds Ippolit of his life which is corrupted by consumption. Standing on a 

bridge, leaning on the rail and looking in the water of the Neva River, Ippolit immediately 

responds in a mysterious way (as if some thought has come to his mind): "A 3HaeTe .ill!, 'ITO MHe 

np=o B roJIOBY, - CKa3aJI .sr, HarHJBIID!Ch eme 6oJiee Ha,u nepilllaMH. - Hey=o 6pocwn,c.sr B 

Boey? - BCKpli'IaJI OaxM)'TOB 'l)"Th He B 11cuyre. MmKeT 6bITb OH npol!ell MOIO Mb!Cllb B MOeM 

mme. "122 Ippolit contemplates jumping into the river, but for the moment, gives up this idea. 



Yet, this incident clearly shows his suicidal inclinations which have a direct relationship to his 

illness. 
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Ippolit's contempt for his consumptive life turns into the detestation· of nature and its 

laws, because Ippolit considers himself to be "condemned by nature. "123 He despises nature not 

only because he has three weeks of life left - after all, he got used to living with a fatal disease -

but he can not accept the humiliation caused by nature in the form of his disease, which becomes 

more and more grotesque. He can not submit to his inability to fight back against that "huge 

devise of modern design" --- nature, and does not reconcile with the fact that nature deprives 

him of the chance to die in peace. This is the essence of his rebellion. His apparitions and 

nightmares cause him a great deal of mental pain; while at the same time, his illness causes him 

tremendous physical suffering. He, however, would not mind all the physical pain in the world, 

poverty, or any kind of suffering if only he were healthy. Ippolit confesses: 

0, KaK SI Me'!Tan Torna, KaK :acenan, KaK Hapo'!Ho :acenan, 'lT06bI MeHSI, 

B0ceMHannaTI1JieTHero, e)l;Ba oneToro, e)l;Ba npI1KpbITOro, Bhlrmurn: Bnpyr Ha y.rnmy J1 

ocTaBJ1JIJ1 coBepmeHHo o;a;e:oro, 6e3 KBapTHphl, 6e3 pa6oThl, 6e3 eycKa xne6a, 6e3 

ponCTBeHHHKOB, 6e3 e)UIBoro 3HaKOMoro qenoBeKa B orpoMHemneM ropone, rono;a;e:oro, 

npI16ITToro (TeM nyqme!), HO 3L\Op0BOro, J1 TJT-TO 6bl SI IIOKa3aJI .... 124 

Ippolit is angry at people who have so much life in them, and, at the same time, do not 

know how to live it properly; who do not appreciate life and do not treasure it. He emphatically 

exclaims: ".sI He IlOHJ1MaJI, HanpHMep, KaK 3TH JIIO)l;l1, HMeSI CTOJibKO )KJ13HJ1, He JMeIOT cnenaThCSI 

6ora'laMJ1 . .sr 3HaJI O)(l!Oro 6e;a;HSIKa, npo KOTOporo MHe IlOTOM paccKa3hlBaJIJ1, 'ITO OH JMep C 

ronoey, H, IIOMIDO, 3TO BbIBeJIO MeHSI J13 cefor: eCJIJ1 6bI MOJKHO 6bIJIO 3TOro 6e;a;HSIKa 0)KJ1BHTb, SI 
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6hr, Ka,KeTcl!, Ka3HH.JI ero. "125 This remark of Ippolit's instantaneously reminds one of Netochka 

Nezvanova's father , Egorov, who not only has a healthy life given to him, but also talent, and 

whose death and inability to live is solely of his own doing. Ippolit is enraged with this type of 

person because he, himself, is "acutely aware of the value of time - the value of life itself. "126 

Ippolit is outraged by the fact that he is denied life, that he is excluded from that "endless feast" 

of life - "3TOT ID!p, KOTOPOMY HeT KOHI(a, Ha"tJan C Toro, 1:JTO O}];HOro MeHl! C"tJeJI 3a mmmero. "127 

But, paradoxically, regardless of how much life is left for him (sixty years or three weeks), 

Ippolit recognizes his ultimate right to life. He has the right to choose, even with very few 

options, how to manage his life; that is, either to continue to live for however long is left for 

him, or to die on his own accord, instantaneously. This can, perhaps, be explained in terms of 

what Peace calls the "theory of the triumph of rights," (with which, according to Mrs. 

Yepanchin, the younger people like Ippolit and Burdovsky are obsessed, and according to which 

everyone looks only for his own right), which is first introduced by the novelist in the second part 

of the novel with the appearance of "a company of extortionists" - Burdovsky, Keller and Ippolit 

Terent'ev.128 Peace's assumption with regard to that "theory of the triumph of rights," of course, 

is very legitimate. It appears, however, that the approach ( introduced by Schopenhauer in his 

essay on suicide), according to which "there is nothing in the world to which every man has a 

more unassailable title than to his own life and person," would better express person's 

inalienable right to his or her life. 129 Ippolit's right to his life, which he claims through an act of 

self-annihilation, could, therefore, be explained in a similar fashion. Ippolit expresses this in a 

manner similar to Schopenhauer' s, when he says: "5.! eme rroID!Maio, 'ITO eCID! 6 l! B UBeTe 

3l\Op0Bbl! H CHIT IIOC5!rHYJI Ha MOIO JKH3Hb, KOTOpal! 'Morna 6bl 6b!Tb IIOJie3Ha MOeMy 6JThDKHeMy' .. 



. TO HpaBCTBeHHOCTb MOrJia 6bl eme ynpeKHJTI, MeIDI, no CTapoJ;i pynrn:e, 3a TO , . 'ITO lI 

pacrroplI.UHJIClI Moero JKJ13!llil0 6e3 crrpocy .... Ho Terrepb ... Korna MHe yxe IIpO'llITaH cpoK 

IIpHI'OBOpa? ul30 
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In his "Explanation," Ippolit elucidates on the subject of life and particularly life in 

humility as it is preached by the Christian faith. It appears that he addresses his plea to the guests 

gathered around on the deck of Prince Myshkin's summer house. But at the same time, it feels as 

if he has another invisible listener, whom he does not dare to obliterate completely, even though 

he does not truly believe in His existence either. At any rate, lppolit openly confronts the Divine, 

and with his quasi-naive intonation, asks: "Heyxemi TaM I1 B CaMOM nene KTO-Illi6ynb o6J1.l(l1'l'Cll 

TeM, 'ITO lI He xoqy rronoJK.UaTh nByx Henellb? He Bepm lI 3TOMY. "131 This question, if it were 

rephrased into a statement, would express lppolit's right to his own life, at least in its earthly 

form, and would sound like this: "I do not want to wait another two weeks, but I want to stop my 

life now, because I have the right to do what I want with my life, even if somebody out there 

would be displeased with my decision." That is why he sees the act of suicide as an act of free 

will --- of will with its psychological overtones of being a function of the human psyche which is 

able to control and direct one's behavior, or will as volition that "involves setting up a conscious 

aim and working toward this goal by purposive activity."132 Because ultimately, in Ippolit's 

situation, it comes down to the question of the control of his actions and conscious 

decision-making, both of which are slowly being taken away from him by his illness. 

By the same token, his free will, which lppolit wants to express through an act of self -

annihilation, is not necessarily free. According to Schopenhauer's theory of free will, and in this 



case, Ippolit's free will, is restricted by his character, as well as by his motives, which are the 

thoughts that every man "carries around in his head."133 
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Ippolit's thoughts at the moment he enters the novel are concentrated on the subject of his 

health and approaching demise. He is naturally preoccupied with them because there is little else 

for a person in his position think about. From that preoccupation comes the realization that his 

premature death though unfair, is inevitable, and this, in turn gives way to his bitterness toward 

everything that possesses some form of life. Dostoevsky metaphorically describes life as the 

"carnival" (1mp) of nature, in which there is no longer any place for Ippolit. 134 Therefore, Ippolit's 

decision to kill himself also comes from thoughts about his rapidly approaching end. By the same 

token, in the end, Ippolit's inability to commit suicide can be explained by the fact that his free 

will to carry out the act of self-destruction i_s restricted by the motivation for self-preservation, 

thus making it impossible for him to perform the act. 

Ippolit's extraordinary assertion of his right to live another three or four weeks or to die 

by means of suicide, comes as a part of his overall rebellion against nature and the Divine. By the 

same token, his disbelief in religion is also part of his rebellion. Mochulsky defines Ipollit's 

religious credo as follows: "Ippolit is not an atheist; however, his faith is not Christian, but 

philosophical. "135 His philosophical faith could bring his religious credo close to that of an 

agnostic, or a person who believes that "the existence of any ultimate reality (as God) is 

unknown and probably unknowable. "136 For Ippolit, the world of God is the world of "higher 

will" and providence, and he acknowledges that, perhaps, the present world was created in 

accordance with the dictate of that "higher will." At the same time, he acknowledges that a 

human being is not destined to perceive providence and everything that goes with it. Due to his 
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disease, Ippolit actually despises this world created by the higher will, and is extremely jealous of 

it and its creations. The narrator explains Ippolit's state of mind at the moment of the reading of 

his "Explanation" as follows: "EcTh B :icpamrnx cnyqasrx Ta cTenem, noCJie.nHei1 IJ;11HJ1tieCKOH 

OTKPOBeHIIOCTII:, Korua HepBHblli qeJIOBeK, pa3nplDKeHHblli 11 Bb!Be,!(eHHl,IH 113 ce6ll, He 6011TCl! 

)')Ke =ero 11 roToB XOTh Ha BCl!Kl1H CKaH.l(aJI, .l(lDKe pa.!( eM)'; 6pocaeTcl! Ha JTIO.l(ei1." 137 It is with 

the same cynical sincerety that Ippolit addresses and, at the same time rejects the world of God. 

He thinks of God's world, where people are sacrificed for the sake of the overall harmony, as 

impossible and unfair. Thus, lppolit refuses to sacrifice his own life. He emphatically exclaims 

. that: "Ka:K XOTJ1Te, HO BCe 3TO HeB03MO:lKHO 11 HeCnpaBe)Llll1BO. "138 

This world is not fair to him just as it was not fair even to "the greatest and most priceless 

being" - Christ.139 This is the conclusion that Ippolit draws after seeing Holbein's picture at 

Rogozhin's. He says in his "Explanation": "KapTJIBOH 3TOIO Ka:K 6ywo MMeHHo BbiplDKaeTcl! 3TO 

nolll!Tile o TeMHoi1, HarJIOH, 11 6eccMblcJieHHO-BeqffOH cJ1Jie, KoTopoi1 Bee non<IBHeHo, ... KOTopal! 

6eccMbicJieHHo 3axBaTJ1Jia, pa3npo6J1Jia 11 norJioTJ1Jia B ce6l!, rJIYXO 11 6ecqycTBeHHo, BeJIJ1Koe 11 

6ecneHHoe cyrnecTBo. "140 Ippolit's agnostic faith is similar to that of Ivan Karamazov, who 

"does not reject God but refuses to accept God's world."141 

Ippolit can no longer endure the mental and physical suffering caused by the disease (with 

all of its implications --- the offence he takes from his grotesque dreams, which he has no way of 

controlling; the desperation of a sick person ) and, for the second time, contemplates suicide. 

This time, however, he is more determined than ever before. He is a nervous wreck, irritated and 

outraged, not afraid of anything any longer and ready for any sort of scandal, even a publicly 

committed suicide. In this sense, Ippolit's state of mind at the time of the reading of his 
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"Explanation," and his attempt to kill himself immediately after the reading, is reminiscent to that 

of Raskolnikov during the latter's last meeting with Porfirii. The latter, with his characteristic 

psychological perceptiveness, tells the former:· "HeronoBamte B Bae )')I( O'leHb CHllbHO KHIIHT-c, 

6rraropoJUioe-c, OT rrorryqeHHbJX o6MJJ;, crrepBa OT cy)];b6b!, a IIOTOM OT KBapTarrbHbJX, BOT Bbl H 

Mel!eTeCb "I}'lla J1: crona, l!T06b! TaK CKll3aTb, IIOCKopee 3aroBOpI1:Tb Bcex 3aCTaBJ1:Tb . . . IIOTOMY 

'ITO mmoellli BaM 3TH rrryrrocrn .... "142 Ippolit, like Raskolnikov, is also outraged by the 

, 
unfairness of his situation; he is offended by "fate" and the people around him (perhaps simply 

because he is fatally ill and they are not). He also wants to talk to people to share his thoughts 

and to have human contact, which he, in fact, did so loquaciously in his "Explanation." He is 

also, like Raskolnikov, "sick of all that nonsense" that is life in which both of them encounter a 

lot of suffering. Interestingly enough, Ippolit, for a moment, also contemplates a murder - "'!To 

ecllli 6bl MHe Bnpyr B3JJ;YMaTIOCb Terrepb y6I1:Th Koro yroJUio, xoTh necfil"b l!erroBeK pll30M, = 
cnerraTb 'ITO-HH6y)];b CaMOe )')KaCHOe, 'ITO TOJibKO C'IlITaeTCSI CaMb!M )')KaCHb!M Ha 3TOM CBeTe. "143 

But instead he prefers to kill himself. 

With all his reasoning and determination to end his life, expressed by him in his 

"Explanation" and in post-"Explanation" frantic conversations with the people at Prince 

Myshkin's summer house, Ippolit does not die. The official resolution of his suicide attempt, 

orchestrated by the novelist, causes much controversy among those present at the scene because 

they ask themselves --- why Ippolit forgot to load a firing cap in his pistol, and thus mismanaged 

his suicide attempt and turned it into a "painful farce?" 144 Prince Myshkin, in his conversation 

with Aglaya Epanchin, suggests that there was no trick on Ippolit's part, and that he really wanted 

to kill himself. Ippolit also tries to convince the audience that it happened by accident--- that he 
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"coBceM Hetramrn:o," or unintentionally, forgot to load the firing cap.145 His frie~ds do, perhaps, 

believe him , but the same can not be said about his enemies. Regardless of the reasons for it, 

the failure to kill himself suggests one thing -- that Ippolit does not really want to die. Indeed, he 

is afraid of death. As Aleksander Zweers points out " ... fear of death is the real cause of 

Ippolit's forgetfulness." 146 Ippolit will not die no matter what, at least not by his own accord. 

Even being fatally ill, he "still clings to life;" he indeed wills life, the same way Schopenhauer's 
, 

suicidal being desperately wills life. 147 Ippolit, like Raskolnikov, would agree to live regardless 

of the circumstances, even if he had to do it on a tiny inch of space -- "Ha apIID1He 

rrpoCTpaHCTBa. "148 To cling to life, to will life is thus only a natural way of affirming 

Schopenhauer's will-to-live which is, in this instance, manifested even in a sickly individual like 

Ippolit. 

In conclusion, it should be pointed out that Ippolit's desire for self-destruction was 

defeated by his enormous instinct to live or, possibly, by his fear of death. It appears that his 

very illness has a lot to do with it. It is his rapidly progressing tuberculosis that makes him "press 

and push towards existence, if possible toward organic existence, i.e. life. ".149 Throughout his 

"Explanation," Ippolit makes it clear that he does not accept God's_world, even though he does 

not totally deny providence and life after death. He is also extremely critical of Myshkin's 

philosophy of salvation "through the ecstatic love of life. "150 At any rate, Ippolit's spiritual or 

religious existence, i.e. the belief in life after death or, for that matter, any kind of strong 

religious belief, is highly improbable, which leaves him with only what he loves the most -- that 

is, organic existence -- life on earth. At the beginning of his "Explanation," the first thing 

mentioned by Ippolit is his desire to live. He is already at the stage when he knows that his illness 



is incurable, and that he will die in a couple of weeks. But, the more he realizes.that fact, the 

more hungry for life he becomes. He says:" .5I noJIO)KIITeJ!bHO 3HaJI, 'ITO y Mefill tiaxoTKa, H 

HeH3JietIHMasr; l! He o6Main,man ce6l! H noHHMan neno l!CHO. Ho tieM l!CHee l! ero noHHMan, TeM 

cynopo)!CHee MHe XOTeJIOCb =; l! n:eillil!lICl! 3a )KJ13Hb H XOTeJI )KIITb BO 'ITO 6hl TO HH CTaJIO. 

l! ueticTBHTeJ!bHO HatIHHan =, 3Hal!, 'ITO MHe y,Ke HeJ!b3l! HatIHHaTb. "151 
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Mochulsky, suggesting that Ippolit passionately loves life, identifies his existential credo, 

which consists in his belief that what really matters in this life for any person, and for Ippolit in 

particular, is first and only life itself - ".lleno B )KJ13HH, B OllHOti )KJ13HH, - B OTKphIBaHHH ee, 

6ecnpepbIBHOM H BetIHOM, a COBCeM He B OTKpblT!1H." 152 Similarly to Raskolnikov, Ippolit 

manifests his will-to-live first through the denial of the suicidal solution and second, through the 

assertion of his right to life. 



VII. Stavrogin's Suicide in The Possessed . 

Without any doubt, The Possessed is one of the most profound of Dostoevsky's 

novel-tragedies. Even The Brothers Karamazov can hardly surpass it in terms of the intensity and 

multitude of the tragic destinies of the people involved in the action portrayed by the novelist. 

Originally intended to be a "pamphlet novel" directed against the revolutionaries" of the 

time, The Possessed, in its final version, is for the most part, devoted to the portrayal of a 

personal tragedy. 153 Edward Wasiolek denies that Dostoevsky was a "political ingenue," yet is of 

the opinion that the novelist was indifferent and sometimes ignorant as far as the diversity of 

political theories and views in Russia at the time were concerned.154 The critic describes The 

Possessed as a novel "with a biased political point of view, an unfair assessment of the political 

and social movements of the sixties and seventies" and as a novel that "has its share of ignorance, 

spite, and cruelty."155 But at the same time, it is "one of the world's great novels," primarily due 

to the presence of such protagonists as Kirillov, Stavrogin, Stepan Verkhovensky and others.156 

Indeed, Dostoevsky's reputation as a political commentator yields to that of a great psychologist. 

According to some accounts, Dostoevsky "anticipated the methodology which would 

come to be known as "psycho-analysis. "157 Small wonder then, that Freud himself devoted 

considerable attention to the study of Dostoevsky's fiction with relation to the psychological 

explorations performed by the Russian novelist. The Possessed , thus, is a remarkable novel not 

only in relation to the portrayal of tragic figures or tragic occurrences, but most importantly, 

because of the portrayal of the psychology of personal tragedy. By and large, it is the inner 
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world of the dramatis personae that Dostoevsky focuses on. Hence, it is always people who are 

on the forefront of his narration and not events. Descriptions of events and places are oftentimes 

very marginal and play only a secondary role. Descriptions of that nature are used by the novelist 

for the purpose of a more detailed and complete portrayal of the hero's personality. As 

Mochulsky remarks: "He (Dostoevsky) knows only man, his world and his fate. The hero's 

personality appears as the axis of composition: around it the dramatis peronae are distributed and 

the plot is constructed. "158 

With regard to The Possessed, it is undoubtedly the character of Nicholas Stavrogin 

which occupies the central role in the novel. In the preliminary drafts for his new novel, 

Dostoevsky writes: "Bh!XO)l;l1T TaIC, 'ITO rnaBHhIH repoil poMa.Ha KHsi3b. "
159 Stavrogin's demonic 

presence carries not only structural significance as far as the development of the narrative's plot 

is concerned, but, most importantly because of the presentation of the singularly interesting 

psychological portrait. As Mochulsky comments: "the whole novel is the fate of Stavrogin alone, 

everything is about him and everything is for him. "160 However, the tragic fate of Stavrogin can 

hardly be perceived in its entirety without rendering some attention to the minor characters, such 

as Kirillov, Shatov, Verkhovensky, Darya and many others. These characters provide valuable 

information as to the circumstances of Stavrogin's lifestyle, his unusual personality, and 

behavior. For the purpose of this analysis, it will be necessary to take into consideration 

Stavrogin's relationship with Darya Shatov ( Shatov's sister and a former student of Stepan 

Verkhovensky, who lives with Stavrogin's mother as her favorite ward), and especially his last 

letter to her shortly before his suicide. 
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It also appears that, with relation to the unfortunate denouement of Stavr?gin's life --- his 

suicide, the chapter, "At Tikhon's," which was initially omitted by the novelist from the main 

body of the novel, is of utmost importance. This chapter, by virtue of Stavrogin's confession 

which is incorporated in it, single-handedly provides a great deal of material related to the hero's 

past, from which we learn about his personality, relationships and his preposterous crimes. 

Literary critics are divided as to the importance of the excluded chapter in the 

development of the plot. Some argue that if it had been included in the novel from the very 

beginning, it would have altered the development of the plot, and eventually wouild have made 

Stavrogin's suicide redundant. Shneidman, for instance, writes: " ... had Dostoevsky been 

permitted to include the chapter, "At Tikhon's" in the serial publication of the novel, the future 

development of the plot could have been considerably different to what we have now. "161 This, 

however, is a surprising attitude which treats the chapter in question as non-existent, as if it had 

never been written. It should be noted that Dostoevsky excluded this chapter from the main body 

of the novel not because he thought that it did not belong to the novel thematically. The 

exclusion occurred due to his publisher's fear of a possible confrontation with censors. 

On the other hand, Peace's treatment of this problem seems to be more realistic; he 

argues that the exclusion of the chapter, "At Tikhon's", "not only disturbs the balance of the 

novel, it also withholds essential information about Stavrogin. "162 By way of thought-reverser, 

this chapter also contains a Jot of information about Stavrogin, especially with relation to his 

crimes and moral suffering. Moreover, the mystery of his personality which is only apparent to a 

limited extent in the main body of the text, is taken away from him by means of his confession, 

revealing his true and frightening nature. Mochulsky, who does not even question the importance 
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of the omitted chapter to the understanding of Stavrogin's personality, comment~: "Tikhon has 

torn from the pretender (Stavrogin) the pompous mantle of Ivan the Tsarevich, the mask of 

demonic beauty."163 The exclusion of this chapter from analytical consideration thus, would 

substantially diminish the wealth of Stavrogin's psychological profile and the understanding of 

the reasons for his suicide. In effect, this chapter presents a logical link between his suicide and 

his crimes. 

Therefore, an analysis of Stavrogin's enigmatic personality serves to outline the internal 

reasons for his criminal tendencies and his suicide. At the same time, his crimes, some of which 

are mentioned in the confession as well as in the main text of the novel, and the psychological 

effect they have on Stavrogin, provide a further understanding of the internal causes of his tragic 

end. Therefore, traits of Stavrogin's personality will be examined from the moment he is . 

introduced in the novel by the chronicler of the events in Chapter Two, "Prince Harry. 

Engagement." Here, such elements of Stavrogin's character as indifference, weariness of life, 

and boredom, will be taken into account. Then, it will be necessary to refer to the chapter, "At 

Tikhon's," in order to increase the understanding of Stavrogin's personality, and to make 

specific references to the feeling of guilt and remorse for his crimes that he shows during the 

reading of his confession. It will be argued that his feelings of guilt, combined with the 

peculiarity of his moral character, his religious disbelief, loss of national identity, and loss of 

purpose in life, have substantially contributed to his self-annihilation, self-denial and the denial 

of the will-to-live. 

~ 

Shneidman points to the fact that "Stavrogin has come into The Possessed from the drafts 

of The Life of a Great Sinner. "164 In his letter to Maikov, Dostoevsky presents a brief outline of 
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the main protagonist of his future novel: "13-ne'f!ll1H MaJ!b'IBK, )'l:!aCTBOBaBIII1lli B coaepmeHlffl 

yroJIOBHOro npecT)'IIlleHIISI, pa.3BJITOH H pa3BpameH11h1H ( SI 3TOT THO 3HaIO ), 6y)l)'I[ll1H repoJ;i 

Bcero poMaHa, rrocaxeH B MOHaCTblpb powrreJISIMH ... )1Jil! o6)'l:!eHHSI. "165 Thus, Stavrogin's first 

appearance in The Possessed occurs _at approximately the same age --- he was actually eight 

when Stepan Verkhovensky was first appointed to be his tutor. Needless to say, Stavrogin comes 

from a moneyed stratum of Russian society. He is a real aristocrat or "yxacHbrli apHCTOKpaT" as 

Pyotr Verkhovensky enviously labels him.166 It appears that Stepan Verkhovensky is the first 

male figure to have a profound and largely negative influence on young Stavrogin. The narrator 

points out the presence of a significant trait in Stavrogin's forming personality -- that of 

weariness -- when he talks about Verkhovensky's influence on the young aristocrat: 

Ha.no JJ.YMaTb, 'ITO rrenaror HeCKOllbKO paccTpOHJI HepBhl caoero BOCIIJITaHHHKa. 

Korna ero, no mecrnaI(IJ;aTOMY rony, rroae3JIJ1 B mmeJ;i, TO OH 6bDI TII(enymeH H 6rreneH; 

CTpaHHO THX H 3RJJ.YM'OOl. CTeIIaH TpOqJHMOBH'! CYMeJI IlOTpOffYThCll B cepme 

caoero npyra no rny6o'!~ CTpYH H Bhl3BaTb B HeM rrepaoe, eme HeonpenerreHHoe 

omymeHHe TOH BeKOBe'!HOH, CBl!illeHHOH TOCKH, KOTopyro HHaSI H36paHHaSI nyma, 

pa.3 BKYCHB H II03HaB, yxe He npoMeHSieT HHKorna Ha nemeaoe ynoarreTBopeHHe. 167 

Stavrogin's youthful Weltschmerz, or weariness of life and melancholy pessimism, is, 

later on, to develop into a more distinctive and disturbing personality trait - boredom, which 

appears to have largely contributed to his overall fantastic behavior and is the primary drive for 

his demonic activities. It is remarkable that boredom was not an ephemeral phenomenon, but an 

intrinsic quality of the young man's nature. In his early manhood, Stavrogin is seen as a fully 
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developed, spoiled and mentally perverted individual. Dostoevsky thus follows up on his original 

intention to make a corrupted young person the main focus of his new novel, which was a 

radical change from his intention to portray an absolutely positive hero in his previous major 

novel, The Idiot. 

Shortly after graduation from college, Stavrogin, following his mother's request, enrolls 

in one of the most prestigious infantry regiments. As a young officer, Stavrogin leads a rather 
' 

frivolous lifestyle, similar to that of Svidrigailov during the latter's early manhood, or 

Nekhludov from Tolstoy's Resurrection. But in Stavrogin's case, it is not just the abuse of 

alcohol and sexual promiscuity which are abnormal, as they were, for instance, in Nekhludov's 

case before the latter's spiritual and moral regeneration. There is something about Stavrogin that 

is "c.lilfilIKOM yx. oTKpoBemm rpll3HOe." 168 Moreover, there are rumors about his ")]J1Koii 

P!t3HY3)(aHHOCTH, 0 3a)(aBJieHHb!X pbICa:K!IMM JIIO)(l!X, 0 3BepcKOM IIOCTyrrKe C O)(HOIO )(aMOM 

xopomero o6mecTBa, C KOT0p0IO OH 6bDI B CB513H, a IIOTOM OCKOp6IDI ee rry6JIWIHO. IlpH6aBllilfil! 

CBepx Toro, 'ITO OH ... IIpHB513bIBaTeCl! H OCKOp6lU!eT H3 ynoBOJibCTBHll OCKop6HTb. "169 

Following this, there are two duels of which he is the sole instigator and, after which, he is 

degraded to the ranks for killing one and crippling another of his opponents. After his resignation 

from the military, he again leads a rather unacceptable (fora man of his stature) lifestyle, 

"JKH3Hb, Ta:K CK!t3aTh, HacMelIIJil1Byro," ( as Pyotr Verkhovensky eloquently describes it), 

mingling with the lower classes of Petersburg's society and abusing alcohol. Stavrogin's 

confession to Tikhon is concerned primarily with his "Petersburg" period, which chronologically 

follows immediately after his resignation from the military and before his arrival to his mother's 

estate of Skvoreshniki. 
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In his confession, Stavro gin reveals the essence of his obscene behavior,. and at the same 

time, the abnormality of his psychological build. He finds a certain malicious satisfaction in 

doing wrong or hurting other people (even himself). In this respect, he is very close to the 

Underground Man and reminiscent of the latter's masochistic tendencies. Stavrogin writes: 

BcRKoe tipe3Bl,JllaHHO rro3opHoe, 6e3 Mep1,1 )'HJ131ITeJ1I>Hoe, rrourroe 11, rnaBHoe, 

cMeIIIHoe rronoxeHHe, B KaKOBbIX MHe cnyqanoc1, 61,IBaTh B Moefi ,KH3HH, BcerJ:J:a 

B036yxJ:J:anO BO MHe, PMOM C 6e3MepHb!M meBOM, HeHMOBepHoe Hacna,KJ:J:eHHe. 

TO'lHO TaK xe H B MHflYThl npecTyrrneHHfi, H B MHflYThl orraCHOCTH ,KH3HH. Ho eCIIH 

C/l:epxan, npH 3TOM meB, TO Hacna,KJ:J:eHHe npeBb!CIIT Bee, 'ITO MO,KHO B006pa3HTh.170 

Stavrogin feels pleasure when he challenges life through his unlawful behavior --

whether it is the petty theft of money from his neighbour's pocket, a childish pinching of a 

respected man's nose in front of a gathering or the dangerous enterprise of dueling. His drive to 

challenge life comes from that intrinsic sense of boredom and indifference which Pyotr 

Verkhovensky calls an "aristocratic sensation." Stavrogin even thinks of killing himself, since no 

one else can kill him, hoping to spare himself from the awful burden of an indifferent, 

purposeless and meaningless life. At one point, he says in his confession: "51 oKono Toro 

BpeMeHH xoTen y6HTh ce6SI OT 6one3HH paBHO)zyllll!ll. "171 Stavrogin is unable to achieve anything 

in life, because any kind of striving on his part would tum into nothingness. His death is, 

perhaps, the only act that he is ultimately able to achieve. Moreover, perhaps death is the real aim 

of his life. And for that the Schopenhauerian conclusion that dying is life's only logical purpose 

can convincingly be applied to Stavrogin's existence. Schopenhauer writes: 



Dying is certainly to be regarded as the real aim of life; at the moment of dying, 

everything is decided which through the whole course of life was orily prepared and 

introduced. Death is the result, the resume, of life, or the total sum expressing 

at one stroke all the instruction given by life in detail and piecemeal, namely that the 

whole striving, the phenomenon of which is life, was a vain, fruitless, and 

self-contradictory effort, to have returned from which is deliverance.172 
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Shneidman suggests, that Stavro_gin's suicide is "an escape _and also a confession that life 

without meaning is an awful burden. "173 It is necessary however, to mention that Stavrogin's 

suicide was the last attempt to escape reality in a long chain of other attempts, such as trips 

abroad, confessions, debauchery, abuse of alcohol, etc. At any rate, his suicide undoubtedly puts 

Stavro gin in a close literary relationship with Svidrigailov, for whom life also had nothing much 

to offer anymore and who also committed suicide with the hope of escaping reality, preceding 

his final destruction by way of a chain of unsuccessful attempts to sink into oblivion by some 

other means than self-annihilation ( as was also the case with Stavrogin). 

Moreover, the essence of the two protagonists' drive to escape reality is very much alike 

and can be formulated by the concept of guilty conscience. Just like Svidrigailov, Stavrogin 

experiences a profound feeling of guilt for one of his crimes, which is also very similar to that of 

Svidrigailov. In Crime and Punishment, Raskolnikov once mentions to Svidrigailov that Luzhin 

was accusing the latter of a child's death. At that time, Svidrigailov denies the allegation. Yet, 

the night of his suicide he has a dream in which he sees that nameless young girl of fourteen who 
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committed suicide shortly after an implied encounter with Svidrigailov. The accusation against 

Svidrigailov is supported not only by the narrator's meddling in this matter (the narrator blatantly 

establishes the fact that Svidrigailov, no doubt, knew that girl and that this girl is the one who 

committed suicide due to her acquaintance with Svidrigailov), but also by Svidrigailov's 

generally perverted nature and confused sexual responsibilities. Upon his release from the debt 

prison, for instance, he tells his future wife that he cannot be faithful, even to her. In fact, he has 

an agreement with his wife that he may become involved with the servant girls. In this respect, 

Stavrogin is also very similar to Svidrigailov because he is also unable to make a definite, 

positive commitment to a woman. Every woman who is involved in some relationship with 

Stavrogin throughout the course of the novel gets deceived and hurt in one way or another. As 

Mochulsky remarks: "The stages of the wanderer Stavrogin's life are marked by women's names; 

his ideational trials are symbolized by his amorous deceptions. "174 

Stavrogin's idleness and his "gift" of "animal voluptuousness" or "3BepHHoe 

cm1.n:ocT])aCTHe, KOTOpbIM o.n:apeH 11 KOTopoe Bcer.n:a Bbl3bIBa.J:l," lead him to commit his most 

ignominious crime - the molestation of a young girl, Matresha, who was the same age as the 

young girl in Svidrigailov's nightmare.175 Matresha was fourteen years of age and, according to 

Stavrogin's account, looked like a child. The circumstances of the event, more than any other 

occurrence that Stavrogin might have found himself in throughout the novel, explain the 

viciousness of his personality. It appears that Stavrogin's "exploit" was a premeditated action, a 

willful action --- in fact, an action that, perhaps, took a lot of will-power to achieve. He had been 

planning it since the idea first came to his mind and, like Raskolnikov, had been calculating the 

right time to take action on it in order to avoid undesirable witnesses and, therefore, be in the 
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room alone with the girl. He experiences a sudden influx of fear from the unexp~ted response 

that Matresha gives him at the very beginning of their encounter. Here, his will-power in terms of 

self-control comes in handy, and he overcomes his feeling of fear and stays. The novelist 

loquaciously shows Stavrogin's hesitation and inner struggle which takes place immediately 

before the event Stavrogin asks himself a conscious question: "SI 11: 3anan ce6e Borrpoc, Mory ID! .sI 

6pOCIITb 11: )'HTI! OT 3aMJillilJieHHoro HaMepeHl15I, 11: SI TOTtiac IIO'!}'BCTBOBaJI, 'ITO Mory, Mory BO 

BCSIKoe BpeM.sI 11: ClilO MMHYTY· "176 This confrontation between Stavrogin's good and his demonic 

will shows the basic dichotomy of his personality and can also be translated into a symbolic_ 

struggle between good and evil in man. In Stavrogin, good will is defeated by ill will, and the 

boundless potential of his personality grows into an impotent and destructive existence without 

purpose or meaning. It is, indeed, "the agony of the superman," the spiritual demise of a person 

who possesses great potential and is " destined for a lofty vacation," but who once betrays " his 

holy-of-holies" and renounces God," and who gradually sinks into physical oblivion unable to 

cope with his spiritual death. m 

Matresha, unable to cope with the damage, commits suicide by hanging herself shortly 

after her encounter with Stavrogin, while Svidrigailov's victim in Crime and Punishment kills 

herself by drowning. It is not clearly specified in Crime and Punishment how long before 

Raskolnikov's crime Svidrigailov commits the offense. It is, thus, not readily apparent how long 

Svidrigailov has to live with his guilt. In the case of Stavrogin, the time-frame is more precise, 

and we learn that by the time of Stavrogin's suicide, at least four years have passed. His 

revelations at Tikhon's, make it clear that immediately after Matresha's death, Stavrogin is 

constantly haunted by her image. As Peace points out: "The figure of Matresha refuses to leave 
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Stavrogin's imagination; the vision of the little girl raising her fist to him haunts _him daily." 178 

Stavrogin speaks of it in the frantic, desperate way of a man condemned to eternal moral torture: 

fleT - MHe HeBblliOCJ1M TOJlbKO O}ll1H 3TOT o6pa3, l1 J1MeHHO Ha IIOpore, C CBOJ1M 

IIO.a;Hl!TbIM l1 rp03lll!ll1M MHe eyna'lOirKOM, O}ll1H TOJlbKO ee TOrJJJlIIIHllli Bl1)];, TOJlbKO O)llia 

Tor.a:= MJ1HYTa, TOJTuKO 3TO KJ1BaHJ1e ronoBo:iii. BoT tiero SI He Mory Bbmocl1Tb, 

IIOTOMY 'ITO C TeX rrop rrpe.a:cTaBJISleTCSI MHe IIO'lTJ1 KIDKJJ:l,IH .a:eHb. He CaM 

rrpe.a:cTaBJilleTCSI, a SI ero caM Bbl3bIBaIO l1 He Mory He Bbl3bIBaTb, XOTSI l1 He Mory C 3TJ1M 

::KIITb.179 

The suicidal resolution of Svidrigailov's young victim's fate in Crime and Punishment, as 

well as Matresha's tragic end in The Possessed, are used by the novelist as a technical device 

which intensifies the moral impact of both events on Svidrigailov and Stavrogin respectively. By 

the same token, this tremendous moral impact results in an unprecedented (for these two 

characters) feeling of self-blame and remorse --- a feeling that neither one of them can display a 

priori to their involvement with children, and subsequently, a feeling that neither one of them can 

live with a posteriori and which contributes not only to their suffering, but to their eventual 

self-denial. Both Svidrigailov and Stavrogin make feeble attempts to escape from the feeling of 

guilt (which perhaps, they did not even anticipate experiencing), but fail to do so. To somehow 

redeem himself in his own eyes, and possibly to blot out the burning sense of guilt, Stavrogin 

looks for a physical "burden," or an occasion to ruin his life in some dishonourable and 

despicable way, which would ease his moral burden and help him to escape his boring, weary 

and meaningless existence. At first he, again, wants to shoot himself, but instead he marries 



Marya Lebyadkin -- "xpoMyio ... Tor.ua eme He IIOMemrumyro, HO IIpOCTO BOCTOp)KeHHYIO 

11.u1mncy, 6e3 YMa BJII06neHHYIO B MeIDI BTlillHe. "180 Stavrogin testifies: 

MHe .H BOo6me Tor.ua CKy<!HO 6b!JIO JKJITb, ,UO o.uyp.H. B 3TO )Ke BpeMSI, HO BOBCe He 

rroqeMY-HH6y,UI,, np=a MHe !1,!\eSI .HCKane=b KaK-HH6y,UI, )KJ13Hb, HO TOIIbKO 

KaK MO)KHO IIpOT.HBHee. 5I J)I(e C ro.u Ha3a)( IIOMbIIIllli!ll 3acTPelll1TbcSI; npe,UCTaBHIIOCb 

He~o rronyqme. Pa3, CMOTPSI Ha xpoMyro Mapbro THMocpeeBey ITe6SI,UKJ1HY, SI pemHIICSI 

B.upyr Ha Hei )KeHHTbCSI. 181 
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Even though Stavrogin was motivated in his decision to marry Marya Lebyadkin by a 

need to repay himself for being such a "low coward" during the affair with Matresha, it is quite 

obvious that his marriage to a cripple was "an attempt to cripple his own life because of 

Matresha," and he indeed wished "to take on a burden to assuage some vague, unformulated 

sense of guilt."182 At the same time, Pyotr Verkhovensky's and Kirillov's assessments of 

Stavrogin's marriage to Marya Lebyadkin as nothing more than " 6anoBCTBO, cpama3.HSI 

npe)K)(eBpeMeHHo ycTaBmero qenoBeKa. . . HOBhlH 3TIO.U npecbrmeHHoro qenoBeKa c neIIhIO 

Y3HaTb, .uo qero MO)KHO ,UOBecTH CYMacme.umyro Kaneey," are also of some value.183 They truly 

express yet another side of Stavrogin's split personality -- that of vanity and self-idulgence. 

But even that radical and snide act of presumable self-destruction, but at the same time of 

self-indulgence, does not spare him from the torments of memory. The next thing he does is to 

leave Russia and go abroad. He goes to the East, he visits Egypt and lives in Switzerland. When 

his fantastic marriage fails to provide a "cure" for his guilty conscience, he tries yet another 

unsuccessful remedy --- that of a trip abroad. This trip abroad also can be seen as a symbol of his 

attempt to escape from his guilt. Yet, even in foreign lands, he can not escape from himself, and 
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on one occasion, in Frankfurt, passing by a stationary kiosk, he sees a photograph of a young girl 

who looks like Matresha. This photograph instantly reminds Stavrogin of what he is running 

away from. On another occasion, again in Germany, he has a dream, similar to the last dream of 

Svidrigailov. Stavrogin's scintillating dream about the Golden Age is interrupted by his sudden 

awakening; then the dream comes back, but not as pleasant as before. First, he sees a little red 

spider on a geranium leaf. This is the same little red spider that he sees at Matresha's apartment 

minutes before her death. The little red spider, the symbol of Stavrogin's wickedness, triggers 

another image -- that of Matresha: 

lITO-TO KaK 6ywo BOH31fJIOCb B MeIDI, l! IIplfilO)UU!JICl! H cerr Ha JIOCTelib ... 51 ymmerr 

nepen co6010 (o, He HaJIBy! eCJIH 6hr, ecJIH 6h! 3TO 6h!lio HacTO.IIII!ee BlfJleHHe!), 

l! YBHJJ:eJI MaTpemy, HCXYJJ:aBmyro H C JIHXopano= rJia3aMJ1, .TO%-B-TO% KaK Torna, 

Korna OHa CTOl!Jia y MeIDI Ha nopore H, KHBal! MHe roJIOBOH, JIO)UU!Jla Ha MeIDI CBOH 

rcpome=rfi KYJIO'!OHOK. M HHKorna HH'!ero He l!Blil!JIOCb MHe CTOJib MY'!J1'.TelibHbIM! 

)KaJIKoe OT'!amme 6ecnoMoIIUioro necl!TlfJlernero cymecTBa c Hecrro)KHBIDHMCl! 

paccyJJ:KoM, MHe rpo31mmero (l!eM? '!TO Morrro oHo MHe cnerraTh ?). Hmrnrna eme =ero 

nono6Horo co MHOH He 6bllIO. 51 IIpOCH):{eJI no HO'!H, He JJ:BHral!Cb H 3a6b!B BpeMl!. 3TO ITH 

Ha3b!BaeTCl! yrpbI3eHHeM COBeCTII HlIH paCKal!HHeM? 184 

At the height of his confession at Tikhon's, Stavrogin evidently experiences 

unprecedented compunction for his deed and appears to be well on his way to repentance. Yet, 

repentance is not a way out for a man like him. He is introduced to us by the chronicler in the 

novel as a man of considerable physical strength. But he is a very weak person as far as his moral 
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strength is concerned. In his 1870-1872 hand-written sketches and outlines of id~as for new 

works, Dostoevsky identifies one of the themes that he would like to follow up on -- "IIycToTa 

.uynrn: HbJHenmero ca.Moy6HHIU>I. "185 In Stavrogin's psychological profile, Dostoevsky manages to 

express to what depth the emptiness of the human soul can plunge. Stavrogin's soul is indeed "in 

a state of total narcosis. His spirit is dead. "186 Dead in spirit and in soul, saturated by an 

amalgamation of social idleness and boredom, with the addition of total indifference to his own 

life and to the Jives of other people, Stavrogin carries out his act and fulfills the role of 

"murderer," designated to him when he is introduced in the novel for the first time. With relation 

to himself, Stavrogin is methodically suppressing his will-to-Jive. With relation to other people, 

Stavro gin's reputation as "murderer" is also justifiable. 

Being far from a conventional blood-thirsty criminal with recidivistic tendencies, 

Stavrogin, nevertheless, spreads destruction and death around.him, sparing neither friend, nor 

enemy. Apart from participating personally in the destruction of others, such as killing two 

opponents in duels, Stavrogin is often the indirect cause of someone's death. In this sense, his 

inactivity and indifference to the fates of people is as murderous as his direct involvement. Apart 

from Matresha's death, of which Stavrogin is an indirect, but prime cause, he is also involved in a 

second ( only to Matresha's) incident --- the demise of his mocking wife, Marya Lebyadkin. In 

this instance, Stavrogin is again reminiscent of Svidrigailov from Crime and Punishment, and 

Ivan Karamazov from The Brothers Karamazov. 

Different in circumstance and the level of brutality, the murder of Stavrogin's wife, 

reminds one of the death of Svidrigailov's wife, Marfa Petrovna Moreover, Svidrigailov never 

acknowledges his fault, while Stavrogin actually admits that he was morally responsible for 
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Marya Lebyadkin's death. In this connection, his last letter to Darya becomes an _important 

document. He writes: "KcTaTH IIO/l,TBep:lK.l(aIO, 'ITO COBeCTb!O SI BllliOBaT B CMepTH JKell1,J. 5I C 

BaMH He BJmerrcSI rrocrre Toro, a IIOTOMY rro/l,TBep:lK.l\aIO. "187 Marya Lebyadkin's murder is solely 

based on Stavrogin's encouragement of the act. Even though the actual executioner is a thief ( 

Fed'ka), the mastermind of the murder is Stavrogin himself. It is he who "unties" Fed'ka's hands 

when he says: "PeJKb eme, 060Kpan;11 eme. "188 Later on, in his conversation with Darya, 

Stavrogin acknowledges that he even paid Fed'ka in advance to perform the murder. He tells 

Darya: 

0.a;i;m 6eceHOK rrpe.a;nararr MHe Bqepa Ha MOCTY 3ape3aTh Jie6sr,nKHHa H MapbIO 

THMocjJeeBey' 'lT06bl rropeIIDITb C MOHM 3aKOHBb!M 6paKOM, H KOIIT(l,I 'lT06b! B BOA)'. 

3a.n:aTKY npocHJI TPH I(eJIKOBhIX, HO .[(aJI SICHO 3HaTb, 'ITO BCSI orrepaI(l!Sl CTOHTh 6y.[(eT He 

MeHbme KaK rromophl Th!C5l'IH . . . 5J: OT.[(aJI eMY Bee MOH .[(eHbrH 11:3 rropTMOHe, H OH 

Terrepb COBepmeHHO YBepeH, 'ITO SI eMY Bbl.l(aJI 3a.[(aTOK.189 

The question of moral responsibility for a crime unites Stavrogin with Ivan Karamazov, 

who was also indirectly responsible for his father's murder committed by his half-brother, 

Smerdyakov. "Y6HJI oma OH, a He 6paT. OH y6HJI, a SI ero HayqHJI y6l!Th .... " - says Ivan 

Karamazov to the court and the jury. 190 This revelation is similar to the one Stavro gin expresses 

in his letter to Darya. This external similarity in the statements of the two heroes is closely 

related to Stavrogin's and Ivan Karamazov's lack of faith. Ivan, as it has been stated previously, 

does not deny God completely, but at the same time does not accept God's world either. His 

theory is based on the denial of eternal life, which, if it existed would sustain a person's love for 

his fellow human being. Upon this love and the belief in eternal life, law and order would be 
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built. However, since Ivan does not believe in eternal life or in God, "everything is permitted." 

That is to say, if there is no God, then there is no moral law, and for a person who does not 

believe in God, everything is permitted: 

wm ... .JIJ1Ua . . . He Bepyromero HJ{ B :Sora, HJ{ B 6eccMeprae cBoe, HpaBCTBelilllilli 3aKOH 

IlpMpOJU,I .a;oIDKeH HeMe)(IleHHO H3MeHJIThCSI B IIOJIHYIO IlpOTI!BOI!OllO)KHOCTh npe)KHeMY, 

pel!lITH03HOMY, H tJ.TO 3rDH3M ;tlaJKe no 3nonelkTBa He TOJU,KO noIDKeH 6bITb ):103BOITeH 

'!enoBeKY, HO ):laJKe IlpH3HaH Heo6XOJJ:11MhIM, CaMb!M pa3JMHb!M ... HCXO):IOM B ero 

rronoJKeHHH.191 

If Ivan Karamazov is more of a philosopher-atheist, then Stavrogin is, so to speak, the 

atheist -practitioner. The philosophy of unlimited action by virtue of disbelief in God, developed 

by Ivan Karamazov, finds its practical application in Stavrogin's actions. Mochulsky notes that 

Stavrogin's struggle with faith and disbelief "grows through the duration of the whole novel." 192 

In the chapter, "At Tikhon's," this struggle reaches its pinnacle. Stavrogin tells Tikhon that he 

believes in the devil and does not believe in God: "5! BaM cepbe3HO H Harno CKaJKy: SI Bepyro B 

6eca, Bepyro KaHoHH'!eCKH, B ITH'!Horo, He B anneropmo. "193 When a person does not believe in 

God ( but, on the contrary, canonically believes in the devil) in his own activities, thus is driven 

by devilish instincts. Then there are no limits to his evil actions; then, "everything is permitted." 

This could, perhaps, serve as an additional explanation for Stavrogin's criminal behavior and his 

extraordinary ability to harm people. By the same token, his confused religious priorities 

reinforce the overall imbalance of his personality and partially contribute to his tragic 

denouement. 
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Yet, it is hard to positively aver that a person of a spiritual disposition similar or identical 

to that of Stavrogin or Ivan Karamazov could hold and practice such beliefs, and remain sane at 

the same time. In fact, both Stavrogin and Ivan Karamazov are psychologically ill people. Both 

of them see apparitions of the devil, and both of them consider the devil to be a part of 

themselves. Stavro gin says about his devil that: "3To .sr caM B pa3Hh!X aimax, H 6oJibme HIBiero," 

and admits that he has to go and see the doctor. 194 The theme of the devilish double is more fully 

developed in The Brothers Karamazov, in the chapter, "Devils. Ivan's Nightmare." Ivan is 

deeply psychologically moved by the events of the recent past -- by the murder of his father, and 

especially by his conversation with Smerdyakov, who is the first one to directly accuse Ivan of 

being the real murderer of his father. Upon his realisation of the correctness of Smerdyakov's 

accusations, Ivan experiences compunction and a profound feeling of guilt. These 

psychologically intense events tilt the mental balance of his sanity. He becomes ill and, upon his 

arrival to his apartment, he sees the devil. At times, Ivan regains his sanity and acknowledges, 

like Stavrogin, that the devil is only a by-product of his sick health, and that in reality he is 

talking only to himself. He cries emphatically: "RH O)(HOH Ml1HY™ He rrpmoo,raro Te6.sr 3a 

peaITbH)'IO IIpaB.Jzy ... Tb! JIOXb,Thl 6oJie3Hb MO.sI, Thl IIpH3paK ... To MO.s! TaJUIIOUIIHaJJ;Iffi. Tb! 

BOIIJIOffieHJ,!e MeH.sI CaMOro, TOJibKO O)(HOH, BIIpO'leM, MOeH CTOpOHb! ... MOHX Mb!CJieH J,! lJYBCTCB, 

TOJibKO caMhlX ra.n;Kl1X H r.rrym,rx. "195 Similarly, Stavrogin is deeply moved by his profound sense 

of guilt and remorse for his crimes, which, perhaps, are the cause of his reappearing mental 

imbalance. He confesses to Tikhon that he is prepared to suffer because he is unable to carry the 

burden of guilt ( which materializes in the visions of Matresha) any longer: "513HaIO, 'ITO TOJibKO 

TOT)la J,!ClJe3HeT BJ,!)leHJ,!e. BoT IIO'leMY 5I J,! HillY CTPa)laHJ,!5! 6e3MepHoro, CaM HillY ero. "196 
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Unable to find the vital "cure" for his guilt at Tikhon's, and unable to re~h reconciliation 

with his conscience --- left solely to himself to deal with the haunting image of Matresha, while 

at the same time experiencing the damaging psychological metamorphoses, Stavrogin makes his 

final attempt to escape reality and plans to flee Russia. In his last letter to Darya, he discloses his 

plan to go to Switzerland where he, like Herzen, gained a new citizenship a few years earlier. 

There he buys a small house with the hope of _living there "eternally," and perhaps of curing 

himself of the tormenting hallucinations and images. Thus, from the spiritual treatment which he 

was hoping to receive for his confession at Tikhon's, Stavrogin turns to the physical treatment 

provided by Swiss nature and a separation from his native land. It seems that, by the physical 

relocation of his body, Stavro gin is hoping to obtain some sort of moral relief and even physical 

recovery. Yet, a few lines down in his letter, Stavrogin contradicts himself with regard to his 

hopes and says that he does not hope to achieve anything from his move to Uri: "5! HWJero OT 

Ypu He Ha.n;erocb; SI rrpocTo eJ:lY."197 He, perhaps, realizes that he is doomed and that his life is 

worthless no matter where his body is. He truthfully acknowledges his uselessness to Darya: "5! 

rrpo6omUI Be3)(e MOIO CJ.!JIY. Ha rrpo6ax )(ID! ce6SI J,! )(illl Il0Ka3Y, KaK J,! rrpe:>K,l(e BO BCIO MOIO 

)KJ.!3Hb, OHa OKa3b!BaJiaCb 6ecrrpe)(eilbHOIO. Ho K tJeMY IlpJ.!ITO)KJ.!Tb 3TY CJ.!ITY - BOT '!ero HJ.!KOr)(a 

He BJ.!)(en, He BIDKY u Tenepb. "198 

Moreover, in this letter to Darya, Stavrogin expresses another idea which could serve as 

an additional reason for his eventual self-denial and weakening of the will-to-live -- his 

alienation from his native land. From the preliminary notes for The Possessed (dated March 15, 

1870), it is evident that Dostoevsky intended to incorporate the idea of national rootlessness and 

alienation from the native soil into the overall image of the main hero of his new novel. In his 
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description of the "final image of the Prince," Dostoevsky notes: "Mbrcl!b xe aBTopa: BhICTaBl!T.b 

'!eJioBeKa, KOTOpbrl!: co3HaJI, 'ITO eMY He.[(oCTaeT JIO'IBbI." 199 At another point in the preliminary 

sketches, Dostoevsky, writing about the Prince's loathing of modem man, notes that it comes 

from a realization of his alienation from the soil: "Y Hero O.[(HO TOJibKO OTBpameID.1e K 

COBpeMeHHbIM Jl!O)lSIM, c KOTOpb!MH OH pe!ID!JI rropBaTb. 0.[(Ho Herrocpe.[(CTBeHHOe OTBpaJI(eHHe, 

IIOTOM)' 'ITO OH yxe IIOCTI!I' CBOIO OTOpBaHHOCTh OT IIO'!Bhl. "200 In the final version of the novel, 

Dostoevsky not only attributes this idea to Stavrogin's personality, but also explains the 

significance of such alienation. It is perhaps, one of the main reasons for Stavro gin's tragedy, 

because alienation from one's native soil gives birth to a loss of faith which, in tum, results not 

only in Stavrogin's transgressions of moral laws, but also in the loss of any purpose in life. 

Stavrogin writes: "B PoccHH JI ID.!'leM He CBJI3aH. - B Hefi MHe BCe TaK xe '!Y::KOe, KaK H Be3,[(e. 

IIpaB,[(a, JIB HeH 6onee, '!eM B .[(pyrOM MeCTe, He JII06J1JI ::Kl!T.b. Barn 6paT (IIIaTOB) roBOpJ1JI MHe, 

'ITO TOT, KTO TepJieT CBJI3J1 C CBOeIO 3eMJieH, TOT TepJieT II 6oroB CBOI!X, TO eCTh Bee CBOJ! 

uenn. "201 It is significant that Stavrogin connects the loss of purpose in life with the loss of one's 

land and one's faith. They are intertwined for him and therefore by losing one, he automatically 

loses the other. This conclusion, drawn by Stavrogin, enables the reader to better understand yet 

another underlying reason for his suicide. 

It appears that in Svidrigailov's case in Crime and Punishment, the meaninglessness and 

purposelessness of life play a minor role in comparison with the pangs of guilty conscience, 

which, on the other hand, is, perhaps, the stronger reason for his suicide. With Stavrogin, the 

situation is reversed. On purely technical grounds, Stavrogin is a bigger criminal than 



Svidrigailov --- he is the cause of the demise of a greater number of people, and he definitely 

lacks that reappearing altruistic streak which Svidrigailov shows just before his suicide 
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It would, of course, contradict the present analysis to say that Stavrogin did not 

experience moral lacerations for his crimes as he well did. But it seems that the narrative subtly 

suggests that the meaninglessness of Stavro gin's life is, perhaps, a more significant reason for 

his self- denial than his guilty conscience. 

These characteristics of Stavrogin's personality, obviously, explain his loss of purpose in 

life and his loss of religious faith, which in turn result from his loss of national identity and ties 

with the native Russian land, and is, indeed, in perfect accord with Dostoevsky's philosophy of 

"pochvennichestvo," which he promulgated throughout his entire literary career. In effect, 

Stavrogin could undoubtedly be placed in the category of " superfluous man," which was 

initially developed by Pushkin and, later on, modified by a number of prominent Russian 

novelists such as Goncharov, Turgenev and Tolstoy. Yet, Dostoevsky's superfluous man, and ·,;, 

particularly Stavrogin, does not quite fit within the confines of the traditional definition. 

It had become customary to portray a superfluous man as " an ineffectual aristocrat at 

odds with society ... as "dreamy, useless" --- as an "intellectual incapable of action," an 

ineffective idealist," " a hero who is sensitive to social and ethical problems, but who fails to act, 

partly because of personal weakness. "202 Another definition suggests that superfluous men 

"endure purposeless lives and are unable to find meaning in human activity or even in life. "203 

All these characteristics are, to some extent, incorporated in Dostoevsky's portrayal of that type 

of man. Yet, Dostoevsky adds another crucial element to that definition, which makes his heroes 

stand out from the uniform characterization of the superfluous type --- that is, the previously 
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mentioned detachment from the native soil. Chances argues that: "under Dostoevsky's pen, the 

idea of superfluity was resurrected as that of the intelligentsia cut off from the 'people' 

('narod'). "204 This also presupposes the Joss of Christian faith, which is primarily to be found 

among the simple people, who are identified with the land. 

The amalgamation of the fatal events -- Matresha's suicide, the murder of Marya 

Lebyadkin and captain Lebyadkin, the suicide of Kirillov (for which Stavrogin was also partially 

responsible), the murder of Shatov by members of Pyotr Verkhovensky's gang (which Stavrogin 

could have prevented but chose not to), and the death of Liza Tushin , all lies as an unbearable 

burden on Stavrogin's conscience. Yet, it is not the type of "burden" he is looking for. He is 

actually seeking physical suffering, the quintessential vision of which, to him, is exile to Siberia. 

He tells Tikhon that he is even prepared to march to Siberia, if this is the path to follow to 

redeem himself. But the "burden" that he bears is of a purely moral variety. Thus, it is moral 

suffering, externally and internally determined by his own personality, as well as his social life, 

which underlies his decision to commit suicide. 

Therefore, Stavrogin's moral lacerations and remorse for the crimes he commits 

( especially with relation to the death of Matresha), as well as his inborn We!tschmerz and 

internal boredom, which result from them and the Joss of national identity and ties with the 

native land ( or any land for that matter), with subsequent Joss of purpose in life and Joss of 

faith, serve only to thwart the natural human will-to-live that is given to Stavrogin through birth, 

but brought to an end by his self-destruction. Only such a fantastic personality make-up as 

Stavrogin's, with its unprecedented combination of physical, psychological and spiritual traits, 

' could have canceled the natural striving for life - the will-to-live. 
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For a moment it appears, however, that Stavrogin is not strong enough t~ kill himself. In 

his letter to Darya, he admits that he is afraid of doing so, even though he realizes that a being 

such as he is does not have a place on earth. He says: "Hl!K:or11a, HmCor11a .11 He Mory 

3ac'IpelllITbc.11! 5I 3HaIO, 'ITO MHe Ha110 6b1 y6JITb ce6.11, cMecru: ce6.11 c 3eM.JIH, KaI< IIOJ]Jloe 

HaceKoMoe; HO .11 6moch caMoy6IDicTBa .... "205 Was he unable to kill himself because of the 

moral weakness he displayed earlier or, perhaps, was it the last gasp of Schopenhauerian 

will-to-live -- the last gasp of the instinct of self-preservation which subtly manifests itself in 

Stavrogin's consciousness? 

Stavrogin, nevertheless, kills himself --- not by shooting, but by hanging. It may well be, 

after all, that Stavrogin kills himself because the fear of death overwhelms him less at that point 

than the fear and horror of life. In this connection, Shneidman aptly remarks that man is more 

inclined to commit suicide when it appears that '.' the complete exhaustion of love of life sets in. 

Man is ready to kill himself when life loses its meaning to him --- when all illusions are gone and 

when he is unable to bridge the gap between himself and his own life. "206 In this respect, 

Stavrogin greatly differs from the consumptive youth, Ippolit, who, like no one else, penetrates 

the knowledge and understanding of the value and meaning of life. Yet, Stavrogin is reminiscent 

of his literary predecessor, Svidrigailov and, like the latter, realizes that his life does not have 

any value for himself or for others. Indeed, Stavrogin no longer takes any interest in his life and 

gradually supresses the life force within himself thus approaching the acme point of self-denial. 

Furthermore, his religious disbelief and belief in the devil facilitate his final decision. Stavrogin 

(using Schopenhauer's language) is "least afraid of becoming nothing in death" because he 

recognizes that "he is already nothing J\OW," and because he "no longer takes any interest in his 



individual phenomenon since, in him knowledge has, so to speak, burnt up and consumed the 

will, so that there is no longer any will, any keen desire for individual existence, left in him. "207 
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In effect, Stavrogin's unsuccessful attempt to escape to Switzerland; as well as his 

inability to take "positive action" (which has been previously indicated in this analysis), serve as 

a metaphor for the total atrophy of his will-to-live, and as a sign of his failure to employ his will 

even in matters concerning his own organic life and death. It is as if "the decay of the body ... " 

and in Stavrogin's case it is preceded by the decay of his morals, " ... coincides with that of the 

will. "208 

The self-denial or the denial of the will-to-live thus occurs in Stavrogin according to 

Schopenhauer's formula, where man "ceases to will anything, guards against attaching his will to 

anything, tries to establish firmly in himself the greatest indifference to all things. "209 Stavrogin's 

indifference to the lives and fates of other people is ultimately displayed in relation to his own 

life. In his life there is no attachment, no commitment, no positive impact of his will, nor any 

interest toward his own life. One , therefore, can not but agree with Mochulsky's eloquent 

remark about Stavrogin's tragic end, when the critic writes about the latter: "The "living corpse" 

sunders his illusory existence. The powerful spirit of negation, the metaphysically sterile will, the 

great strength without application returns to nonbeing. "210 



Conclusion. 

This thesis' attempt_ at establishing the overall affinity between the philosophical teaching 

-
of A. Schopenhauer and Dostoevsky's major post-Siberian fiction was conducted by means of a 

juxtaposition of the philosophical concepts, developed by the German philosopher, with the ideas 

expressed in Dostoevsky's literary works. First, the concept of will, and particularly the 

relationship between will and reason, is presented as being the first parallel between 

Schopenhauer and Dostoevsky. Second, the concept of the will-to-live is applied to an analysis of 

some of Dostoevsky's main characters, such as Raskolnikov, Svidrigailov, Ippolit and Stavrogin. 

Through the examination of Schopenhauer's understanding of the relationship between 

will and reason, as well as through the examination of this relationship in Dostoevsky's Notes 

from Underground, it was inferred by this writer that Schopenhauer and Dostoevsky do, indeed, 

similarly express the understanding of the relationship in question. Both Dostoevsky and 

Schopenhauer adhere to the point of view according to which will in man is primary to reason. 

Such a perception of human nature is applied to the analysis of one of Dostoevsky's literary 

characters - the Underground Man. This makes it possible not only to better understand the 

philosophical basis of the Underground Man's argument in defense of will, and will's prevelance 

over reason, but most of all to enhance the understanding of his irrational nature. The 

Underground Man's irrationality is based not on illogical or unreasonable argumentation ( quite 

on the contrary, his argument is very logical and paradoxically is a product of his highly potent 

intellect). His irrationality is based on the promulgation of will's prime position in relation to 

reason. 

84 
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Thus, with regard to the relationship between will and intellect, several c.onclusions may 

be drawn from the comparison between Schopenhauer's philosophy of will and the philosophy of 

the Underground Man expressed by Dostoevsky in Notes from Underground. First of all, on 

purely technical ground, such comparison clearly shows the similarity of understanding and 

expression of such a relationship, thus indicating the affinity between Schopenhauer's philosophy 

and Dostoevsky's fiction. Second, if Dostoevsky was, indeed, familiar with the essentials of 

Schopenhauer's metaphysics, then the main character of the Notes from Underground -- the 

Underground Man -- could be regarded as the literary embodiment of Schopenhauer's 

voluntaristic teaching, the same way "new people" of Chernyshevsky's What's to be Done? are 

viewed as the literary embodiment of his utopian world view. In this case, the understanding of 

the Underground Man's character and his irrational reasoning, along with the knowledge of his 

"inner man," is enhanced to a great degree by the mainstream ideas of the German philosopher. 

If it were the case that Dostoevsky was not familiar with Schopenhauer's philosophical 

teaching about the will in general and about the will - intellect relationship in particular, this 

would make him an authentic Russian philosopher of will, thus expanding his overall reputation 

as a philosopher. This could be the case, given the fact that the evidence of the novelist's 

acquaintance with the works of the German philosopher is scarce. If this were indeed the case, 

Dostoevsky's artistic reply to Chernyshevsky unintentionally gave birth to an unprecedented and 

independent philosophy of will. 

As far as the notion of the will-to-live is concerned, it is believed that Schopenhauer was 

its original auteur. It is hardly the case that Dostoevsky was trying to incorporate Schopenhauer' s 

philosophical concept in the portrayal of his characters. It is, perhaps, the existential property of 
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the concept of the will-to-live that enables one to draw thematic parallels between Dostoevsky 

and Schopenhauer. It appears that Schopenhauer presents the will-to-live's philosophical 

justification, while Dostoevsky, perhaps quite independently, presents its literary embodiment in 

some of his main characters, such as Raskolnikov, Svidrigailov, Ippolit and Stavrogin. Thus, the 

analysis of these characters has been undertaken with regard to Schopenhauer's concept of the 

will-to-live, as well as its affirmation and denial. 

The will-to-live is identified by Schopenhauer as having the essential property of the life 

force. Within nature, it is reasoned, everything is pressing toward life by means of the 

will-to-live, which is the primary drive to organic existence. Thus, by means of willing life, the 

affirmation of the will-to-live occurs. With relation to Raskolnikov and Ippolit, the analysis of 

their life circumstances and reasons for voluntary self-destruction show that both characters 

display a great deal of the will-to-live. It is inferred from this analysis that both Raskolnikov and 

Ippolit have sufficient reasons for suicide, yet by a willful decision choose to live. This choice 

between life and death (in the case when the ultimate decision of whether to choose life or 

terminate it, lies in the hands of the hero) shows the manifestation of the will-to-live. On the 

other hand, it seems that with regard to Svidrigailov and Stavrogin, the will-to-live encounters 

constant and persistent denial. Both heroes' suicides as well as the life circumstances 

immediately preceding their self-destruction reveal the mechanism of self-denial. 

The affinity between Schopenhauer's philosophy and Dostoevsky's fiction is not limited 

only to the theme of will. The theme of suffering is also prominent in both writer's works. In 

Dostoevsky's fiction, it is the tragic element which testifies to its presence. With regard to 

Schopenhauer, it is the basic pessimistic orientation of his philosophy which recognizes suffering 
~ 



as life's real essence. It is believed that Schopenhauer and Dostoevsky held similar views with 

regard to suffering. Furthermore, ideas about suffering, expressed by the German thinker in 

Parerga and Paralipomena. could be compared to the subtheme of suffering in Dostoevsky's 

Notes from Underground. 
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In the chapter "Additional Remarks on the Doctrine of the Suffering in the World" from 

Parerga and Paralipomena, Schopenhauer states that suffering constitutes an intrinsic element of 

human life. Infinite pain, which abounds everywhere in the world, springs from want and 

misery, and is essential to life. The philosopher writes: "If suffering is not the first and 

immediate object of our life, then our existence is the most inexpedient and inappropriate thing 

in the world. "211 With relation to man, Schopenhauer recognizes a certain need for suffering in 

human being. This artificial suffering is needed to prevent him from getting bored, because 

boredom could lead him to even greater suffering. Schopenhauer writes: " At all times, everyone 

indeed needs a certain amount of care, anxiety, pain, or trouble, just as a ship requires ballast in 

order to proceed on a straight and steady course. "212 

Dostoevsky's Underground Man, in his irrational rebellion, goes to the same extreme, 

recognizing suffering as something that is desired by man. He poses to his silent opponent a 

question that derives directly from his conception of the irrational nature of man. It has ·been 

stated previously by the Underground Man that sometimes a person wants to act not according to 

his reason, but according to his will, even though such an act would be to his disadvantage and 

pain. He asks again: "Eh!Tb MO:lKeT 'le.JIOBeK mo6m- He O)UIO 6JiaroneHCTB11e? MoxeT 6h!Tb, OH 

pOBHO HaCTOJibKO )Ke mo6m- CTPa.[(aHl1e? MoxeT 6h!Tb CTPa.[(aHl1e-TO eMY poBHO HaCTOJibKO )Ke 11 
) 

Bb!I'O)UIO, KaK 6JiaroneHcTB11e. A '!eJioBeK 11Horna yxacHo mo6m- CTPanaH11e, no CTPacrn, 11 3TO 
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<J:>aicr ... 51 YJ3epeH, 'ITO '!eJIOBeK OT HaCTOJlI[(ero CTpa)JJIHIDI HHKorua He OTKaJKeTCSI. CTpauairn:e -

ua Bel(b 3TO enmi:cTBeHHal! rrpwmHa co3HaHIDI. "213 

Both Dostoevsky and Schopenhauer recognize suffering as _an essential element of human 

existence and as being related to boredom. To illustrate their respective views, both 

Schopenhauer and Dostoevsky choose the example of Utopian society and the human races' 

hypothetical presence in such a utopian society. If Schopenhauer, in his argument, refers to a 

hypothetical Utopian society, then the Underground man refers to the socialist Utopia projected 

by Chernyshevsky in his What's to be Done? Schopenhauer predicts that in such a Utopia, where· 

human happiness is achieved, there would be a lot of room for boredom, which in tum would 

produce even greater suffering than existed previously. The philosopher argues: "Suppose the 

human race were removed to Utopia, where everything grew automatically and pigeons flew 

about ready roasted ... " if in such a society "the presence of want, hardship, disappointment and . 

the frustration of effort were removed from the lives of men ... if all the desires were fulfilJed as 

soon as they arose, how then would people occupy their Jives and spend their time?"214 The 

answer is that in such a society "people would die of boredom, or hang themselves; or else they 

would fight, throttle, and murder one another and so cause themselves more suffering than is now 

laid upon them by nature."215 

Similarly, the Underground Man's arguments against the Utopian society based on reason 

and mathematical calculation, stress the same concern --- that in such a society there would be 

no guarantee that people would not get bored and that from that boredom people could become 

quite elaborate in inflicting suffering on one another. The Underground Man illustrates his 
) 

argument with an example from Greek mythology - that Cleopatra used to stick golden pins into 



her female slaves' breasts precisely out of boredom. At this point it appropriate to quote from 

Notes from Underground to illustrate the amazingly similar views on suffering between 

Schopenhauer and Dostoevsky. The Underground Man argues: 

Torna -TO . . . Hacnrnyr HOBb!e 3KOHOMlftlecKHe OTHOIIIeHIDI, COBCeM YJK roTOBb!e 11 

TOJKe Bbl'IBCIIeHHbJe C MaTeMaTJ1'leCKOI0 TOtJHOCTl1!0, TaK 'TIO B OJ{l1H Ml1r 11C'le3H)"f 

BCeB03MOJKHble BO!lpOCbl co6CTBeHHO IIOTOMY, 'TIO Ha Hill( IIOIIY'laTCl! BCeB03MOJKHble 

OTBeTbI. Torna Bb!CTIJ011TCl! xpyCT!I.JlbHb!H )UlOpe[( ... KoHetJHO Hl1KaK He.Jlb3l! 

rapaHTl1pOBaTb, 'ITO Torna He 6yneT y;KaCHO CKYtJHO (IIOTOMY 'ITO 'TIO JK nenaTb-TO, 

Kor11a Bee 6y11eT pac'll1TaHO 110 Ta6Jil1'lKe) 3aTo Bee 6yneT qpe3Bbl'lati:Ho 6naropa3YMHO. 

KoHetJHO OT CKYJCH 'lero He BhT.lzyMaeIIlb! Be)lb 11 30JIOTb!e 6yJiaBKH OT CK)'KH 

BTb!KaIOTCl!. 216 
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What Dostoevsky seems to express is the same as Schopenhauer --- that boredom would 

produce even more suffering than there was before, whether it is slaying people in war on a 

massive scale or sticking them with pins. 

Moreover, both Schopenhauer and Dostoevsky see the world of God as an imperfect 

place, primarily due to the suffering that exists in t~a; world. Schopenhauer states that a view of 

the world as a happy place, as the " successful work of an all-wise, all-benevolent, and moreover 

almighty Being is too flagrantly contradicted by the misery and wretchedness that fill the world 

on the one hand, and by the obvious imperfection and even burlesque distortion of the most 

perfect of its phenomena on the other; I refer t~ the human phenomena. Here is to be found a 

dissonance that could never be resolved. "217 The resolution of this dissonance is an essential part 
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of Dostoevsky's search for the religious "truth," for God. V. Zenkovsky states that" Dostoevsky 

never doubted God's existence, but he was always troubled by the problem ... of what God's 

existence entails for the world- for man and man's historical activities. "218 The traces of this 

search mark the pages of his most significant novels. I believe that Ippolit's and Ivan 

Karamazov's rejection of God's world has its origins in the same dilemma identified by 

Schopenhauer and perceived by Dostoevsky. 

By and large, the theme of suffering, as well as the concepts of will and will-to-live are 

threads that one can not deny tie Dostoevsky's fiction with Schopenhauer's philosophy. Whether 

explicit or implicit, the link that seems to exist, based on the observations presented here, prove 

to be an interesting, thought - provoking and challenging aspect to the study of Dostoevsky's 

fiction and particularly to the nature of his characters and his expression of these themes in his 

novels. 
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